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AN EDITORIAL

dice Beat Wisconsin Boy, 16

The cry of police brutality that is screaming
through the black ghetto streets of Memphis seems
to be on the increase. Black citizens have reported
some of the most sadistic cases of brutality by the
police department.
Many citizens had hoped that the new police Service Centrs would act as a media of understanding
between the black community and the police force.
Earlier in the year reports had been made that the
Police Service Centers had failed in other cities, until
recently it seemed that' Memphis' Service Centers had
been successful in their efforts to bring about understanding between black citizens and the Police Department, but the Memphis police have failed its
primary test. The very ...;t1i.erls the Service Centers
were created to help are now being brutalized by its
other arm. The brutality of the police has already
outweighed anything the Service Centers may have
accomplished.
This has not yet been a long hot summer in the
figurative literal meaning of the phrase, but there
seems to be a push by some members of our "city
police department to make it a hot summer during
this period in the city's development when responsible concern citizens are making a desperate attempt
to move towards harmony and cooperation. Irrespons- HARRY STRONG CITED—Harry L. Strong,
founder and director of the Mahors
ible officers should be removed from the Black Ghet- right,
Knights Charitable Organization, was one of
to or from the police department entirely.
persons to receive Certificates of RecogAn nun once described Memphis as one of the nition during the annual Connectional Meetmost unique cites in the country. It has advanced *of the 13th Episcopal Distrietof the
urban as well as antiquated rural qualities; militants,
conservatives and liberal, worked together in many
cases to improve the city. A good example is the effort to feed the hungry children of Memphis and attaMpts to aid the poor in their plight. But one of the
greatest demoralizing aspects of poverty is the concentration camp conditions under which poor blacks
are forced to lived. The treatment is perpetuated by
the ilia of privacy in relation to welfare recipients
and the lack of protection given by police. It's not
protection its brutalization that many of our poor
black citizens receive.
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BatteredBoy Accuses
Six In Court Hearing

A number of charges against, beating him with their fists.
Then he said he was booked
a Wisconsin teenager were
Court' for drunkeness, assault and
Juvenile
by
missed
Kenneth Turner last battery, resisting arrest and
The Christian Methodist Epis Judge
and the 15-year-old using profanity.
Thursday,
Tennessee
copal Memphis-West
that he was beatYoung Gail said that the arLaymen are presenting the 12th boy charged
downat
policemen
six
by
en
officers, Patrolmen S.
resting
BanExpansion
annual Church
headquarters.
J. Brown and R. E. Bedford,
quet at the Chisca Plaza, Hotel town
Thomas Gail was arrested took him to the basement garon Friday night, Aug. 22, at
Saturday, Aug. 2, and when age and beat him severely
on
7:30.
he was carried to Juvenile with their nightsticks, and then
banquet
the
from
Proceeds
Court he was suffering with took him to the hospital.
will be used to establish mis- two broken fingers, a broken
He was treated for a fractursion churches.
elbow, a broken arm and lac- ed jaw, lacerations to the face
The guest speaker will be erations on his head and face.
and head, a broken arm, a
State Representative Benjamin The Gail youth was supposed
elbow, and two broken
broken
Brown of Atlanta, Ga. The te have gone from Milwaukee
fingers.
public is invited to the affair to Racine, Wisconsin, but he
In the Juvenile Court hearAfrican Methodist Episcopal Church, and which is expected to be attend- changed his mind and hitchthe officers claimed that
ing,
persons.
1,000
some
by
ed
Williams,
D.
strong
J.
are
seen with Mr
hiked to Memphis to see his
were going down Third,
they
C.
0.
and
Howard Thompson
the AME Laymen, and Mrs.
president
grandfather, Albert Gail of
noticed the youth thumbing a
Suttles are the host lay leaders. 1500 Leland.
Irene Massey, a member of St. Andrew
ride, but decided to keep goAME Church mad one of local hostesses for The Right Rev. B. Julian Smith He said that he had just aring to a more important call.
is presiding bishop.
the 'need's.
rived in the city and was near
But they said they stopped
Crump and Third and asked
the youth, for no reason,
after
for directions to the Leland adyelled "lime obscenities at
dress. He was going up Third
them.
and thumbing a ride when the
officers stopped and asked if They said they backed up
and asked him what was wrong
;he "really" wanted a ride.
He said he asked them what with him, and he told them to
they wanted, and they got out, get away from him, because
put handcuffs on him, and he was a karate expert.
placed him in the car. One After carrying him back to
got in with him, and the police station, the officers
officer
pattern
McLemore,
the
R.
of
T.
are
W. Otis Higgs, one
his name. He said said they had to use the nighthim
Henderson.
'asked
L.
Elmer
gifts;
lawyers,
young
city's successful
special gifts, and Willie T. he told the police that he was sticks on the youth to subdue
has accepted the chairmanship
not going to tell them any- him after he became violent.
Miles, general gifts.
of the Alumni Gifts Division
thing until they told him what They told Judge Turner that
nationthe
is
McLemore
they did not know that he had
College's Mr.
LeMoyne-Owen
of
al fund-raising chairman for was "going on."
suffered the injuries that were
$1,608.000 Development Prothe college's General Alumni After reaching the police sta- reported in court.
gram
sergeant
desk
the
said
he
tion,
Association: Mr. Henderson is
'told him that he was a "smart' Judge Turner dismissed the
This fund-raising effort will national president of the asre!eased the
one." and Gail said he ask- charges, and
is
Miles
Mr.
and
make it possible for the col- sociation,
SESSION — Kra Boas Newton is seen
'youth to the costody of his
the
take
to
policemen
the
led
«mferring with Roland Woodson of Deka Education Cor- lege to btiild a Science-Mathe- president of the LeMoyne-Owen handcuffs off him.
grandfather.
matics Learning Center and re- Memphis Alumni Club.
poration, which helped her in search for a job (Withers
As soon as they were remov- The Gail youth was reprenovate two other buildings,, Attorney Higgs last week re
pbato
ed, he said that six officers, sented at the Juvenile Court
Steele Hall and Brownlee Hall. ported $10,000 in pledges from
who had been standing by, hearing by Attys. Walter L.
alumni in the pattern gifts di
Serving vice chairman of vision. He said more large- rushed over to him and started'Bailey and Irwin Salky.
the alumni division is Miss
Bill Cosby owns jim crow out, it isn't fair to keep exposgifts are expected this week.
'Harry Mae Simons, principal
ing the white racism and then
houses in Brooklyn'
Mr. Henderson and Mr Miles
School.
Magnolia
of
Elementary
That's the shocking exposure ignore a bunch of white racist
i
will
make partial reports this
I Other key alumni serving as
they are
week.
ha the August issue of SEPIA buildings just because
of
special
'chairman
divisions
owned by a black man.
Pledges and cash gifts almagazine
SEPIA says the story was
'
ready have passed the oneTipped off by a worker in
not developed overnight. The
million-dollar mark, representMemphis couple and Mr. Taylor were just sitan Urban League "Open City" tip-off came in a letter in
ing 65 per cent of the overall Mrs. Benita Newton of 1104 said that she was contacted by
the
when
supper
to
down
ting
460'
estimated
the
among
was
inwhite
office, SEPIA sent a
1968. and Cosby was informed
goal.
Greenwood st. was looking for Delta Education Corporation,
vestigator to Cosby's four about the matter, but he failed families in suburban Cincinattl tornado struck, and then had
The campaign, headed by work for 13 months before and following a training period,
who were forced to flee from . to take refuge from flying
Brooklyn buildings in search of to respond to a query.
Edmund Orgill and B. L. she finally landed one here. she was placed at the firm
their homes after a tornado glass and uproote I trees by
vacant apartments. He found
When no answer came, the struck ther2 last Saturday af- going into their small kitchen
hooks, will continue through She is now operating a ma- which ships fish nets to all
some
magazine said it went ahead ternoon.
area.
the month of August.
chine which makes fishing nets parts of the country. Her
When the black SEPIA in- with its investigation so thoroMrs. John .1. Taylor, Mrs. Taylor said that after
and
Mr.
all types and sizes at the" training period is to continue.
of
vestigator showed up shortly ughly that they had a copy
were routed from their the twister lifted the roof olf Bishop James A. Howell,
Jr..
Net Company on Vance Mrs. Newton has learned the
Nylon
afterwards, however, she was from one of the deeds reproof
Faith Temple
ground -level apartment, they the hillside lake shore apart- minister
ave. on the 11 p.m. to 7 a.m. value of an education, and she
told there were no vacant duced.
was
Christ,
in
God
of
Church
reported, after a tornado lifted' ment building, their quarters
shift.
will be completing her senior
a partments.
by torrential,in New Orleans. La., on last
The value of Cosby's fouri the roof off the three storied were flooded
Mrs. Newton recalls that she, year at the Booker T. WashHousing discrimination is an Brooklyn buildings in above building in the Reading com- rains that followed. Cloth- Sunday and delivered a sermon
and a friend went looking fori ington High Evening School.
old story. How many apart- three and a half million dollar. munity.
ing and furniture were ruined. to the radio audience as a
work on June 27, 1968, and
Mrs. Newton said that she
ments have you gone to after As a wrap-up. SEPIA directs, Mrs. Taylor. the former Mari- Mr. and Mrs. Taylor found guest of the First Church of
that at all of them she was, wanted to work in order to
Orleans.
New
Christ,
in
God
rented?"
"just
they were
a comment directly to Bill lyn Isabal, daughter of Mr. refuge for the night with a
told the same story: "Sorry,'supply her children with the
But finding a top black tele- Cosby: "You really looking for and Mrs. Clarews-s Isabel of relative in downtown Cincinnabut we don't have any jobs better things that they need.
Bishop Howell has returned
vision personality, an outstand- some biting social satire for 772 Hanley st., called early ti.
here for women."
and is this week presidhome
Her husband, Kenneth Ernest
ing racial philosopher who bor- your act? Why not show up Saturday night and reported Mr. Taylor is employed in the ,
State Convocation for
One day Mrs. Newton. who Newton, is employed at the
ders on being a militant, own- some day out in South Brook.- to her parent; that she and advertising department of Proc- .tng at the
the Central Diocese of the
left Hamilton High School af- Armour Training Center for
ing jim crow buildings is a bit lyn and try to get an apart- her husband had been displac- ter and Gamble, and Mrs.
'Church of God in Christ.
ter completing the eleventh' Police Recruits, and he wants
too much.
ment in one of your own build- ed by the twister
Taylor is a public school
grade, went to MAP-South, and to join the Memphis Police DeHe stated that the annual
As the SEPIA article points ings!"
She told her mother that she teacher there.
after chatting with E. C. Hayes partment.
-- Convocation of the Church of
of that office, she was referred ' The Newtons are the parents
(International)
Christ
God in
to Roland Woodson. counselor, of two children, a boy, Yul
will begin in Kansas City, Mo.,
at the Delta Education Cor- Christon Newton, three; and a
starting Saturday, Aug. 23,
poration.
13-month-old girl, Detra Micheland persons interested in goIn about three weeks, she le Newton.
ing there should call him at:
ATTY. W. 0. HIGGS
397-9816.
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Magazine Says Cosby
Profits From Racism

Ex-Memphians Hit
BynerTornado In Ohio

Bishop Addresses
A Radio Audience

Persistence Pays Off
For Woman Job Seeker

Memphis Businessmen
To Host NBL Confab

KINC ME'MORIAL SCHOLARSHIP — William Loeb, pres•
ident of Ineb's Laundry-Cleaners and Loeb Enterprises,
is shown presenting a WM Dr. Martin Luther King, ,Jr..
Memorial Scholarship to Miss Verdis Lee Taylor, as her
mother, Mrs. Verdia Mae Taylor. a Loeb employee, looks
on. The scholarship has been established for children of
Loeb workers only and is good for Memphis State or Ten--

nessee State Universities. From left, standing, are K e n
Martin, general manager; Walter Blue, supervisor; Mks
Taylor, Mrs. Taylor, and Owen Vance, department manager. When told about the scholarship for her daughter,
Mrs. Taylor said, "I was so happy I cried. This will give
Verdi% as iippertaisity to attend college this fall."

The Memphis chapter of the Centers at Crump and Danny
National Business League will Thomas blvd.
be the host for the 69th annual Further information about
National Convention of the Na- the convention may be obtaintional Business League, and ed by calling 525-8203, local ofthe site will be the Holiday Inn fice of the National Business
Rivermont Aug. 20-23.
League.
More than 1.000 delegates
of the four-day
from all 50 states and the Ba- The theme
"Black Busibe
will
meeting
hamas Islands are expected to
— tomorrow
70's
the
in
ness
be on hand.
I The National Business Lea- is Now."
George A. Stevens is ores]
gue was founded in 1900 by
Booker T. Washington, who al- dent of the host chapter, Las;
so founded Tuskegee Institute. rence S. Wade. secretary, and
It is the only national organi- Leonard J. Small, Sr., projecti
zation whose objective is eco- director.
nomic development and ex- Members of the Convention
pansion of human opportunities Committee are Dedrick Britfor minority citizens of this na- tenum, Harold Whalutn, Jack
tion.
Scharff. Mrs. Doreatha DeWalt,
One of the highlights of the Miss Eunice Carruthers, Walconvention will be the ground ter Bailey, Charles Betsher,
breaking ceremony on Friday, E. A. Leone. T. J. Willis and
Aug. 22 at 5:30 for Freedom Berkeley G. Burrell.

44111111bri.
JUDICIAL CONSENSUS — Tennessee's top two black jurists held the focus of attention at the Chisca Pla5aa banquet
last week of the 99th Tennessee Communication of Prince
Hall Masons. Criminal Court Judge Odell Horton, ,Jr, delivered the principal banquet address. He was presented
by former Judge Benjamin Hooks, whom he succeeded on
the bench. Mr. Hooks also served as toast master for the
banquet. He was elected Right Worshipful State Treasurer
of the more than 20,000 Prince Hall Masons of Tennessee.

Win Cash, Prizes In ISD Summer Contest
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Soloman, former director of
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Discussion sessions will
— — Red Cross Youth for the organiThe Memphis Area Chapter fusions and community service Another of the highlights of,
on
center
the
t
throughou
be
held
will
center
Area
Southeastern
of the American Red Cross will are: Memphis Area Chapter the four day
zationa
variety of subjects
Mrs. Elizabeth Sand Turner,
play host to young people from chairman John A. Parsons, a presentation by the '•P &Deli a wide
special
as
serve
will
Atlanta
in
y
the
communit
and lecturer, formerly
ing
author
emphasiz
composed
four states at a Leadership Milton B. Smith, Jr.. Carl of American Women",
center.
the
for
by
advisor
be
given
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Lauderdale, Fla., spolse
services
Fort
Pro-!
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Development Center to be held Carson, Wayne Hudson, Char- of women represent
the Red
through
people
recent Sunday mornyoung
the
and
during
Negro
Catholic,
and
Rauscher
E.
B.
E.
les
testant,
Park
at John W. Kyle State
In addition to the discussion
program.
Youth
at the Unity Center
Cross
service
ing
I Jewish groups
at Sardis, Miss„ August 12 LeMaster, Jr.
groups and meetings, dele
at 1062 S. WellingMemphis
of
15.
tot
time
through
According to Mrs. Underhill, gates will also have
ton.
Delegates from Tennessee,
the objective of the center is swimming, campfire singing Mrs. Turner is a retired Unice
Louisconferen
and
Arkansas
Indiana.
to better prepare young peo- and other recreational activi- ty minister and now lives
League
Urban
The
-NGTON
WASHI
iana will attend the four-day
ple attending it to become ties, according to Mrs. Underin Memphis. She is the author
held here last week was anything but dull Afros, center whichp according to
leaders in the Red Cross Youth hill.
of "Let There Be Light,"
Mrs. Luther Underhill, chairorganization to better meet
"Your Hope of Glory," and
includt
will
ment
beards and bare feet marked some conferees as Urban man of Red Cross Youth, will
Entertain
the needs of their local comto be held Wed- "Transform Your Life," all taa "Laugh
Leaguers defensively rushed to "identify." Whitney be the first ever held in the
munity.
and a dance terpretationa of the Bible.
evening
nesday
as
Young. cool through it all, showed up with two body- Memphis area and will have
Diplomats" Dr. Montee Falls is minister
"Soul
the
be
will
of
the
center
featuring
Director
its theme, "New Horizons of Unity Center.
night.
director
ofl
Evans,
Eloise
Thursday
Mrs.
,,
guards and his pretty wife. Young brash militants Reaching Out Into the Community".
intent upon bringing the League, too, under their'
Among the scheduled speakspell and influence, carried out their usual disrup- ers for the center are:Robert
B. James, Memphis City Countive presentations complete to shouted insults and four cil chairman and Shelby County Republican leader; the Rev.
letter words. James Linen of Time-Life was openly
W. L. Couch, Jr., Lutheran
insulted and Whitney, himself, was the target of the campus pastor at Memphis
TENNISSIE SAlt.11-0
State University; John C.
verbal abuse. The truth of the matter was that the Robertson, Memphis attorney
ti had already turned the conservative corner. That and the Rev. Daly Thompson,
Jr , pastor of the Wesleyan
Young is persistently leading the professional organ- Hills Methodist Church.
Members of the Memphis
ization into the realm of confrontation and militancy Area Chapter's Board of Direcon its own. The tragedy of the situation is that the tors scheduled to speak of
leadership, business and pro-
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UnIty Center
Hears Author

Red Cross Will Host A Leadership Center
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By Diggs Dafroofh

LOEBS

Coupons Redeemable
at all 147 Loeb Drive-ins!

militants have become so preoccupied with harsh rhe
tone that the soundness of their proposals is obscured

New Harvest

by the profusion of four letter words

Bill

TINKER TOYS: There is serious talk here that,Men
The
Brown is on his way out of the White House.

C.D. ASKEW REALTY COMPANY

SLAtilultZERED
LOEBi
1
1
114
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Day

for a
rumor mongers have it that Brown is headed
bigger job with status. Reason: The Nixon Admini- The men of New Harvest
Baptist Church at 2532 Warren
stration needs more blacks spread around and there st. celebrated their fourth anis some opinion that Brown could be wasted as an nual Men's Day on last Sunday,
Aug. 10.
Is, they will have to work long and hard before they
The men conducted the mornR.
use of their natural connections with the Urban mg services, and the Rev.
Samuel Pamphlet delivered
League during its conference. Supported by industry the morning sermon.
The afternoon services were
in large measure, the various GOP biggies were but- conducted by the male chorus —a
of the church with Frank Johnton holding delegates on the corridors of the Shera- son. a member of St. Paul.
ton Park, and Clarence Townes hosted a hospitality Douglass as the guest speaker.
d
suite at the Shoreham. The Irony .of it all was Whitney Mr. Johnson was introduce
Pleaof
Cleaves
Lawrence
by
Young's unprecedented blast at Mr. Nixon . . . Andy sant Hill. Samuel Washington
Hatcher, JFK'S associate press secretary, now in PR of Old Nonconnah Baptist
Church was the master of cereand maintaining the kind of loyalty that marked monies. Harold Hughes conmembers of the Clan, was telling all and sundry when ducted the devotion,
Several programs preceding
asked about the plight of Teddy: "The one thing I Men's Day were given by the
men.
learned in the White House was 'no comment.' •'
Serving as co-chairman for
the program were Willie Wilson
JUMPING BEANS: Although he has announced and Robert T. Duncan,
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Brick construction, has fine auditorium with
seating capacity of 600, with choir rooms,
offices and store rooms, only 10 years old,
'5 Sunday School rooms, 6 assembly halls,
large combination recreation room and dining room, all centrally heated and air conditioned. Located on approximately3 acres.
about 8 block s from up town on a wide
thorouedare, has lots of off-street parksell for half of reproduction cost.
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his retirement. Bill Berry was just as active among
delegates. The big question is who will succeed Bill at

the Chicago League? Could it be Al Prejean or someone from outside the City by the Lake? Whomever it
image in the White House .

Republicans made full

get the kind of support Bill had with the city . ..
John Dean, Louis Martin's successor at the Democra-

tic Committee, was putting forth a noble effort des-1
pile his relative obscure place at DNC. If Dean is to
help the chairman in his climb for influence within the
party, Dean will have to have more tools. It is an
open secret that Chairman Fred Harris is looking
beyond his Senate seat .. . John Hicks of USIA has
returned to the states and he and his wife Willa, are
looking in opposite directions . . . Quietest, but perfor
haps, one of the more popular delegates in town
of Los Angeles who
the meeting was tall Tom Bradley
night banquet.
was programmed for the Wednesday
prominenoe
Bradley is still unaffected by his national
that Vice
INSIDE STUFF: When word leaked
e in the
residenc
permanent
President Agnew had
rs bes west wing, prankste
Sheraton-Park's luxuriou
s exsuite number to delegate
gan handing out his
So
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d
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man
Service
a Secret
numerous wag the visits that
to tell happy lookdoor
the
outside
stationed himself
are expecting no one. The
ing blacks and whites, "We
a party." . . . Andrew
Vice President is not having
of the compliance
Muse has been named as director
will see his new
he
division of EEOC. Which means
less and less .
Tampa
bride — a city councilman of
spent $14 G's in nightly
.. Mrs. Rockefeller probably
ce. She
entertainment for the Urban League conferen
night and even brought
flew in an orchestra for every
wife and hired a baby
along the orchestra leader's
one . . . For the
young
sitter to watch the couple's
in the exhibition
rs
exhibito
second year, the UL had
participated at $300
hall. Close to 150 corporations
per booth.
saying that one of
PEN POWER: Insiders are
s was when it
the administration's earlier mistake
Marshal. Luke, who
forced out Luke Moore as U.S.
the ghetto of the
knew and was highly respected in
Julius Hobson,
District, was offered a better spot ...
has upset
tion,
organiza
booth
e
who with a telephon
similiar
with
Brown
Edgar
more people than the late
ensuperint
school
the
credentials, has gotten rid of
secured
and
dent. Hobson was the guy who filed suit
about mixing public
the Skelly Wright decision
survey that uncovered
schools. He also sparked the
Sonny Goodman
books
the disparity in the text
having a ball.
is
that he
writes friends from Tokyo
Howard university, the
Away from the rigors of
USIA'er is relaxed . . . The
former Publicist. turned
g out their biznis prior
Sam Westerfields are roundin
in Septemer ... Everyone
to shoving off for Liberia
guy in the Nixon adminiis saying that the coming
strong man
startion -- who might well emerge as the
--Ar Fletcher at Labor.

READ MY AMAZING STORY SAYS Mrs. Meals Residing:
6839 Indiana Ave., asicep, nt, 60653
I am a very skeptical person and

know th• m•oning of disappoint-men's. I have met many people who
you
ore •uPpos• to help you and
end up worst off after you have seen
them. This is not true of REV.
COSTONIE. I had serious money
problems - His got results quickly,
and when I went to his office I talked to many other people who knew
him and everyone praised his integrity and wisdom. He got results
for m• quickly and l found he is
one you can trust. Hsi hos been at
927 E. 47th St., Chicago. III. for
15 years. The telephone number is
WA 4-4969. If you're too for a w ay
write to him lik• many others do.
MAMIE RAWHLINGS
You too will thank the day you met
East 47th St., Chicaeo,
927
is
address
His
man.
sent
God
this
60653,

FAITH TEMPLE CHURCH

2.0409L is Whet4 Your
BACk
Mal-NeR ivds ok1e oP thE
CLOWle2, Alnd tHivIss skE
Goi- Last yeAr Is bie eouFf
tO (4sF
NoT EVevIME 010 SAE&
bikE we usEcl to Ripe
WhEO j wAZ A puvIG kip

927 E. 47th'STREET CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60653

SEE
TOMMY
GRANT
HE WILL SAVE YOU
REAL MONEY ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
Of he can't he doesn't
deserve your business)
hist, is one of the outstandirigautomobil• salesmen
in the Memphis area. Naturally, he's at Union Chevrolet. Tommy Grant is ready to show you an outstanding selection of fine new and used cars and trucks.
H. con be of groat help in assisting and advising
you on financing. Seat Tommy Grant... Mak• a No. 1
Buy on America's No. 1 Car -- Chevrolet at Union.
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Young Pediatrician
Is Moving To Toledo

3

IR Gilliam
'Plans For 45th

Labor Department Upgrades
Memphis To An Area Office

During a recent weekend played in the band and wa,
stay at 1375 Douglas Parkway, president of his homeroom
Dr. Joseph W. Gray III of On May 27, 1959, he v.as
Nashville spent most of the graduated cum laude from St
The Memphis Field Office of sponsibilities assigned to this and Memphis, Tenn., from 1941
time chatting and reminiscing Augustine College at Raleigh,
the U. S. Department of La-'office
l
since its establishment. to 1949, before receiving his
with a family assemblage that N. C. as president of his class.'
The Mt. Gilliam Baptist hors Wage and Hour and 1He noted that much additional
promotion to Sup ervisory
included his father, Joseph W. While there he became a memChurch at 1029 Raymond st.' Public Contracts Divisions has responsibility has been deleGray, Jr.; his grandmother, ber of Beta Kappa Chi, Alpha
Wage-Hour investigator. He is
anniver-'lbeen
an
Area
Ofupgraded
to
gated recently by the Washingwill observe its 45th
Mrs. Etta Gray, of the Douglas Kappa Mu, Alpha Phi Alpha
a World War II veteran, servfice and its supervisor, Robsary on Sunday, Aug. 17, and, ert L. Sawyer, has been pro- ton headquarters to local area
Fraternity
and
named ' to
offices all over the country in ing in the European Theater.
"Who's Who Among Students
the theme will be ''The Old moted to the position of area keeping with President Nixon's
He is a native of Jackson,
in American Colleges and Unidirector, it was announced in directive to get government
and The New."
for
1958-59.
versities"
Washington
this
week
by as close to the people as pos- Tenn., where he attended high
Two , of the oldest meinhers,,' Federal Wage-Hour AdminisHe entered Meharry College
sible by delegating decision- school and Lambuth College
Mrs. Alice Robinson and Mrs. trator Robert D. Moran.
in Nashville in Sept. 1959 and
making authority to federal receiving a B. A. degree, and
was on the Dean's List the first
Irene Richmond will be fea- The Memphis area director officials located in certain key did graduate work at the Uniyear, did research in pathology,
versity of Kentucky, Lexingtured. Music will be presented l is responsible for administra- areas.
and oncology during his stay'
ton. and George Peabody Colby
tion
all
and
enforcement
choirs.
of
a
PRESENTATION — Miss Shirley Hinnant, left, presents
Moran added that he was lege, Nashville, Tenn., where
there, and was graduated with
number of federal laws and
Mrs, Edward Banks, wife of the publisher of the Arizona
a degree in medicine June 10,
fellowship dinner will be, regulations covering minimum happy to be able, through this he received his masters deTribune, an attractive pen set for her untiring efforts in
action, to have a Department
1963.
served free just as was done wages, overtime work,
child of Labor Wage-Hour direpor,gree.
making recent National Newspaper Publishers Associa- when the
Dr. Gray was married t( the
church
was
founded
labor, equal pay for men and
tion Convention a success. The presentation was made on
located in Memphis for the The area office of the Wage
back in 1924. It will be served women, and age
former Miss Jacquelyn Cooper
discrimination first time in the history of the and Hour Public Contracts
behalf of the F. W. Woolworth Company at the convention at 1:30
p.m.
of Hollywood, Fla., in 1962.
in employment.
hosted by the Tribune. It was the First time that NNPA
Wage and, Hour and Public Divisions is located at 486
She was graduated from Tenhad met in Phoenix.
Decorations
will
Contracts
be
Compliance
old
Divisions. Ile said Federal Office Building, 167
officers
oil
working
the
same
essee State University
lamps and wood and coal-burn- out of the Memphis area office that this office will be availa- N. Main at., Memphis, Tenn,
year.
ing stoves.
are responsible for obtaining ble to assist both employers 38103.
The doctor has completed a
compliance with these laws in and employees who wish to
year's internship at the Santa
The church was founded by
all places of employment to learn of their rights and re- Tennessee counties served
Monica Hospital in California,
the late Rev. Eugene Bates,:
which they apply in 21 Ten-, sponsibilities under the federal by the office are Benton, Carand served in the U. S. Navy
and the present minister is
immediate
proble
m,
WATSON
Your
CARLOTTA
By
and 2 Kentucky coun- laws administered and enforc- roll, Chester, Crockett, Decaas a lieutenant in the Medical
the Rev. J. D. Jamerson.
seems
to
be
your
definition
of
ties.
ved
i bny. the Wage and Hour Di- tur; Dyer, Fayette, Gibson,
Musing: I find the great
Corps 1964-66.
Hardeman, Hardin, Haywood,
DR. JOSEPH GRAY, III ' After his discharge from the thing in this world is, not -neighbor." Some define neigh-1, The public is invited to the 'Administrator Moran said he vision.
Henderson, Henry, Lake, Lauwho
lives
door,
bor
as
one
next
celebration. Mrs. Jeneva Coin- decided to establish an area
U. S. Navy, Dr. Gray returned so much where we stand,
Area director Sawyer was derdale, Madison, McNairy,
Parkway address; a sister, to Hubbard Hospital in Nash- as in what direction we are
or in the same block. The an-imings is
office
in
chairman of the obMemphis and to pro- employed by the Department of Obion, Shelby, Tipton and
swer to the question "who is, servance.
Mrs. Jean Harvey of 1784 S. ville for a residency in pedia- moving.
;mote Sawyer to area director Labor in 1941. He served as Weakley. and
Fulton
and
thy
deighbor"
may
send
you
Lauderdale; an uncle, Matthew trics and was the chief resident
Goethe.
!because of the increased re- an investigator in Nashville Hickman counties in
Kentucky.
on your way to do your 'bit',Gray of 1816 Greenview Circle; in the specialty 1968-69. He Dear Carlotta:
another uncle, Herman Gray completed his residency there I consider myself Imo:, but In a brond sense it is veryi
penetrating. You are surround-'
of 883 Doris, and two aunts, in June 1969.
I was fortunate enough to
Miss Miriam Gray of the Doug- As a child, Dr. Gray became move into a better neighbor- ed with opportunities and conlas Parkway address, and Mrs. a member of the Emmanuel hood recently. I am a bit be- fronted with neighbors, everyHilda Massey of 1619 Shadow- Episcopal Church under the wildered, because these n e w where.
lawn.
pastorate of the Rev. Julian A. neighbors seem to have a dif- The man who is in need regardless of where he lives is
A review of bygone days re- Siinpkins, to whom he credited;ferent attitude toward life.
vealed that Dr. Gray was grad- with inspiring him to becomel I have always tried to live your neighbor. . . whether he
uated from Booker T. Washing- a success.
by the Golden Rule; I have is your friend or enemy. . .
ton High School in June 19551 Dr. and Mrs. Gray and their been accustomed to being of , whether he is suffering in the
where he held membership in four children are moving to service in my small war, but hospital or being confined in
the A. Maceo Walker chapter Toledo, Ohio, where he will If I try to talk or ask questions jail. Being,..a neighbor cuts culraetil,-and class barri••••
••••
•
•
•
•
•
•
(friendly) or offer suggestions,
of the National Honor Society,1 enter private practice.
_
I am stared at. 1 am not in a ers.
position to join a lot of organi- A neighbor's needs may vazatins, but I do want to help ry; the need may be for a
my neighbors What can I do? friend, someone to share the
Worried, burdens of his heart and mind,
someone to clarify a problem
Dear Worried:
_
comfort when hope is gone,
' someone to clarify a prblem
month-old son had a premoni- 1
BIRMINGHAM, Ala — The mains in an all-white Alabama tion that he would be killed , that is too baffling to cope with
Margaret., alone. These people may be
16-year-old widow of a 20 year- cemetery.
and asked his wife,
learned and wise, wealthy or
Defense
Legal
NAACP
The
and his mother, Mrs. Jimmiel
old black soldier, killed during
!secure,
strong and healthy, but
a search and destroy mission and Educational Fund, Inc., Lee to see that he be buried all are sometimes in n e e
d.
cooperating
through
(LDF),
Elmwood
Birmingham's
in
in Vietnam, has been told that
They are not hungry and they
Jr.,
Adams,
W.
Oscar
Cemetery.
she may not bury his re- attorney
are your neighbors.
this week asked for a prelimHis body was returned to
So stop worrying, smile, go
inary and permanent injunction his native Birmingham under
in the U. S. District Court.
the customary military escort. about doing what is at hand,
Pvt. Bill Henry Terry volun- "The military," the LDF and forget, it. You may find
teered to serve in the U. S. said in its complaint. -learn_ that your greatest pleasure will
Army in September of 1968; ing of the deceased's wish to be in doing things without fansix months later he was ship- be buried in Elmwood Ceme_ fare, and having it found out
terv, escorted the body there by accident. Keep this in mind:
UNDER 18 NOT ADMITTED! ped to Vietnam.
He was dead four months in the company of the plaintiff whoever is in need is a neighbor, and whoever responds to
after arrival overseas and less mother and plaintiff wife."
than a year after volunteering. The grieving woman asked that need is also a neighbor.
Who knows, someday it may
to purchase a grave site.
ANTICIPATED DEATH
Color viewing pleasure for the
be the people next door.
Pvt. Terry, father of an 11- They were turned away.
whole family complete with a
rollabout stand for easy
room -to-room relocation.
Dust-proof picture tube is
powered by a high-performance
25,000-volt chassis. Automatic
chroma control keeps color
intensity the way you want it.
See this family size rollabout
Color TV ensemble at this
affordable price.,

Anniversary

GUIDE POST

Soldier Denied Burial
In Alabama Cemetery

USE
WOOLCO'S
CONVENIENT
TIME
PAYMENT
ACCOUNT

DEPARTMENT STORES

Afrod6adiokixmodetsvArtsaitmq

SPOTLIG
.SAVINGS

DAISY

lteteu 54014.44.1!

Family-size Color
viewing with FREE
rollabout stand!

THE TRUE STORY OF
CHE GUEVARA !

Color TV
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SECTION
Tri-State

2 Lines
Only

The Thermador Self-Cleaning Electric Oven really is different It's
the only self-cleaning oven with its
own built-in exhaust system. And
the door is self-sealing — no leakage — no gasket to replace.

ik Thermador

Defender
2 weeks

eit

8 REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD BUY AT WOOLCO

WANT AD
As a companion to the Thermador
Self-Cleaning Oven, choose the
versatile Thermador Griddle 'n
Grill. You can barbecue, rotisserate or griddle ... all this and 4
convenient elements too.
/
1
4

Yee Deal Only With Woolco • Honest Prices
•Fred Delivery• No Service Contracts Ts Buy
•Trusted Brands • Free Factory Service
•Satisfaction Guaranteed

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(AVING ON SAVINGS FOR EVERYBODY
......1-gant Werence

risk Our Showrooms For Better Ideas in Kitchen Planning

$1.00

Call now
Jackson 6-8397
Cash-in on anything you
have for sole

p

ITCHENS
INC.

2449 Scaper Rd.
Phone 143-9821

EASTGATE

SOUTHGATE

GATEWAY MALL

5100 Park Ave.

1833 So. Third

3230 Jackson Ave.

OPEN 10 a.m.-9:30 p.m. MON. thru SAT.

WEAK PRINT
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Church Is
Sinter's Nets:

The

Muck

Jesus Christ eavisiened in the
profession if His Apestie Si-

mem Peter that prompted Rim
to proclaim; "Upon this reek
sad
I build my CHURCH
the gates et hell shall net pre-

'ail Assiut it" is the *Waal
ferns snutaining the life of the
community it is privileged., I.
serve. Despite dire preamance-

Maciplos el Jean Quist trim

meats that "Gee is. 6111."
"Relearn as elosMIS 11111111h"
and "the church It tio the

brisk at tba Irmo?

pulpit is the deer who compose
the clogregatimas in the neighhorbose ot Cblcagetand and

dedisies4

across the world are very
much alive and life &tag.
This series presents the Work
of the Church and the Workers

is the Cher*.

Rev. R. C. Rifler, Itoligiso

Editor.

20 Memphians Attend
Encampment At Linden
Bolivar and SayanThe annual Youth Encamp- freesboro,
ment by the Tennessee Baptist nah.
Leadership Education Congress
Four Memphis young people
was held July 7-11 at Camp were elected to office for the
Linden in Linden, Tenn., and 1970 year. They were Charles
many parts Lewis, president; Helen Houschurches from
of the state sent representa- ton, song leader; Larry Mallory
Encampment,"
tives.
"Mr. Youth
attorney
Taylor,
Thomas
and
the
ng
attendi

Memphians
leadership meeting were Jac- general.
queline Watkins, St. Jude;
The purpose of the encampEthel Jones and Charles Lewthe minds
is, St. Paul; Marvin Jefferies ment is to instill into
need of
Metro,
the
and Yvonne Howard
of young people
politan; Ronald Clarke and God in their lives for the preVaneese Thomas, St. John; sent as well as in the future.

Wanda and Brenda Terrell and The theme for the gathering
Henry and Carol Ford, C u tu- was "The Church and Rapid
rnings Street; Michelle Moody Social Change."
and Donna Spencer, Tree of
Memphis ministers attending
Life; Rayette Long, Sandra
n
First
the encampment were the
Lake and Vicki Wrushe
Baptist Lauderdale; and Jim- Rev. Eugene Waller, pastor of
my Netters and Patricia Mc- Cummings Street Baptist
Daniels, Mt. Vernon Baptist. Church; and the Rev. J. L
Other representatives came Netters, pastor of Mt. Vernon
from Jackson, Covington, Mur- Baptist Church.

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gown
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place YOire Order Now
For Individuele And Grupe
CALL, WRITE er WIRE
TAILORS
CUSTOM

BHS
Mrs.
Jones, Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Peter Chatman, Sr., Mr. and
and
Herbert Brown. Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Derrick Howard
Mr. and
gham;
Brimin
n,
Johnso
gton
Washin
Mrs.
and
Mr.
secMrs. Ed Rembert and Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Dean. On
ond row, same order, are Mr. and Mrs. Thelbert Martin,
Elder and Mrs. Silas McClamb, Mr. and Mrs. Monroe
Mrs.
Montague, Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Claxton and Mr. and

under the
WEDDING VOWS REPEATED — Family Week
d with a
climaxe
was
re
McLemo
E.
976
at
Tent
Bible
Big
couples
other
and
these
with
ny
big remarriage ceremo
pating, and Evangelists C. B. Rock and J. M. Dog-

partici
Evangette officiating, seated on front row, from left, are
Rock.
ist
Evangel
and
Rock
Mrs.
e,
Doggett
gelist and Mrs.
H.
Standing from left, front row, are Mr. and Mrs. Claude

St. Luke Plans Annual Choir Day

New Friendship AME laymen
Women Have Day Are Welcomed
By Rep. Taylor

ding guest
Baptist
Annual Choir Day will be Churches. An outstan
F' r i endship
to speak.. New
slated
also
is
soloist
Luke
Georgia St.
E.
observed at the St.
724
at
Church
nd will be
Baptist Church at 1280 N. Mrs. H. 0. Kneela
will celebrate annual Women's
1
Au
,
Sunday
on
Stonewall st.
mistress of ceremonies. Mrs.. Day on Sunday, Aug. 10.
A special breakfast will be
guest 17, at 3 p.m.
L. M. Brown is program chairchairbefore Sunday school.
Guest choirs to participate in man, Mrs. Idella Jones Rev.''served
g message will be
the
mornin
The
and
y,
publicit
of
man
Union
are
the annual event
pastor, the Rev.
the
of
by
given
pastor
r
Buckne
R.
Valley, Open Door, Mt. Pleas- Thomas
W. M. Brown.
church.
the
Baptist
ntal
Monume
ant and

TIRE SALE

Noble Powell. On back row are Mr. and Mrs. Otis Boarage, Mr. and Mrs. Arnette Montague, Mr. and Mrs. Terry Addison, Sr., and Mrs. and Mrs. Charlie Folsom. Mr.
arid Mrs. Howard were married only one day before tile
remarriage ceremony and came here from Birmingham
to participate in the rites under the Big Bible Tent.

Women's Day Held
At Bloomfield

Baptist
Bloo mfield
The
Church will celebrate annual
s Day at 123 S. ParkState Representative James, Women'
on Sunday, Aug. 3.
East
way
edi
deliver
5
t
I. Taylor of Distric
st
the welcome address last week' The speaker at the breakfa
Mrs.
Daniel.
M.
who
Mrs.
persons
was
8
at
1.000
than
to more
e
came to Memphis for the Con- R. L. Biles gave the messag
nectional Meeting of the Afri- at 11, and Mrs. Georgia Harvey
Zion
can Methodist Episcopal Dis- of Princeton Chapel AME
Church was the speaker, at
trict.
The meeting ran from Tues. 3 p.m.
Mrs. Minnie Matthews is
lday through Saturday, and
an of Women's Day. The
one
was
chairm
Taylor
"Representative
10 persons to receive Rev. L. S. Biles is pastor of
of
the church.
awards.

Goodyear 855154 Ply Nylon Ties 4-80.00
Quaker State Battery 36mo. GUARANTEE 111.95
Tune Up, With New Parts Included. 111.958co.
Used High Tread Tres- 6.00 withTabs.
Oil Filter and Oil Change

Authorized Dealer

1.00

USED
CARS

Tires Balanced with Parts 4.00
WOE TREAD ON SALE AT REDUCED PRICES.

GIBSON'S PARKWAY PURE
ASK FOR,FRED

Parkway.
At the corner of Willett and

B S•••••••••
Win cash and and other prizes in our
summer contest.

ENTER NOW
Call Jackson 6-8397
Ask for our Circulation Manager Mr. Ray A. Wicks

THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
124 E. Calhoun Avenue
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•
•
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isosSeden white
-Pal This Is Ma year Cadillac introduced th• largest
V-4 engine ever put Into et production passenger car. Th•
new Cadillac 472 V-4 is standard In all models. it is the
od,
smoothest, quhisfest Cadillac engine ever daveloe
to
and it inhoduces • whole new standard of performanc•ho•
the field of luswy watering. In odslition Cadillac
more built-In cemiers, end there Ars mere standard luxury
hews* then ever before.

tor•OrourKI: 1267 Couto aeY.116
Cadillac
1967 A staler styling change in th• traditionalintroductlood•ls. many n•w safety fsaturas and thi
ion of th• Fleetwood Eldorado marked this,es ens of he
most significant y•or• 'n Cadillac history. Th•
s. -ye* suet% solo
utlaa. moil popular of all Cadillae
enjoy,
luxuriously eppointed then ever before. You will
with
°4
.ille
yerar
•
e"
ilw
d.
saef
se41elifi
reve.1.d
""
8c;dielnlee.
Y C.41
1s ialiC
th 71ec
ec.ai
manufacture.

ION Illpetw000 esrouohfu,
new sty1965 A longer. lower elhouett• characterized the
Conling of the 1965 Cadlilata. Automatic 1.1v.1 °MI
trol was introduced, and • new fram• design
samefront and rear ousp•n•ien made this in• of the
Th•
**est. steadiest Cadillac' built up to that time.
ing ef every
suporb erahstroonship and advanced engineer
Codifies help to assor• your complete motoring sortiefaction ler years to own*.
to Chaos* From.
OVIlf SO orhirr Chian makrr• 4 Stedefe

MADISON CADILLAC
341 Union

5264933
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27-Mostfli Peefery-Appreved Werreeiy

241 Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320

Atenipkis, Tenesstee

"YOUR Cowpony Makes Wise Yse Ask fa And
Closter Whet Yes Thkik Of'
AINNIAP'

A WEEK
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WHAT LENA LIKES — Lena
Horne, who admits she prefers working on television to
the posh supper club circuit of
her past, will star in the first
American network television

medal of her own — "Mssaute Night Presents Lena
Borne" — is color.. NBC- TV
Wednesday,
Sept.
10 (10-11
p.m. PDT EDT, 9 IS p.m. CDT)

"Another good thing about
television, it's a fresh medium,'
Lena continued. "They're doing a Iota of good things,
especially in music. And it's

Miss Home's fondness for a
settled
existence
somewhat
may be traced, no doubt, to her
perpatetic past as the alwaysmoving offspring of a show
business mother. Then, starting in 1935 with Noble Sissle's
Society Orchestra, she embarked on a supper club career
which kept her constantly on
the road.

The "two or three places"
Lena referred to include, of
course, New York and Los
Angeles, where she maintains
permanent homes. The third is
another of her favorite television towns, London. While
she visits the English isle
whenever she can, she recently
relinquished her London flat
as "economically impractical."

"Television lets you stay
in one place, or maybe two
or three places, and they're
all lovely places to be," said
the singer. "It's much better
than living out of a bag on the
road all the time."

Miss Home's special
"Monsanto
Presents
N i ght
Lena Horne" — will be colorcast on the NBC Television Network Wednesday, Sept. 10 (1011 p.m. PDT-EDT; 9-10 p.m.
CDT.) Lena's guest stars will
be David Janssen (of "The
Fugitive" fame) and rhythmand-blues singer 0. C. Smith.

HOLLYWOOD — Lena Horne,
preparing for the first Amencan network television special
of her own, said that she prefers working on television to
the supper club circuit she's
followed for many years.

She's making a relatively
rare nightclub appearance with
Harry Belafonte at Caesar's
Place in Las Vegas from Aug.
28 to Sept. 17. Her first motion
picture in 12 years, "Death of
a Gunfighter' with Richard
Widmark, is in current release.

Aside from television, much
of Miss Horne's time and energy is spent working for various
charities and equal rights. Be.
tween these activities, she
sandwiches selective personal
appearances and an occasional
motion picture.

She added
"I much prefer doing my
own special to guesting on
someone else's show. It's hard
to do your own thing when
you're a guest. On someones
else's show, you feel that
you should do what they ask
you to do, what fits the format
of that show."

"When I was appearing in
nightclubs on a regular basis,
I didn't think it was fair to
appear on television too often,"
Lena explained. "After all, if
you're going to be on television
all the time, how can you expect people to pay to see you
in a club?"

Although she enjoys television, Miss Horne generally
limits her video appearances
to two or three a year. She
starred in three one-woman
specials produced in London
five years ago and subsequently
syndicated in the United
States. She has appeared as
a guest star on several of the
nation's top television programs, including
NBC-TV's
"The Dean Martin Show" and
"Kraft Music Hall."

nice to be able to work with
people you know."

Lena Horne Talks
About Television
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Recently
Shelbra
Deane
Brooks, member of the Stax
Recording group
The Soul
Children" — was married in a
beautiful
wedding
ceremony
which united her and Mr.
Ernest Mac Bennett and Miss
Barbara Ann Lewis to Albert
Leon Bennett, brother of McErnest.
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TAG: Earlie Biles
the Vice President at 'nal also
Vernon Aownsen and F. a rlie took part in the .pei tat War
Biles, Executive Secrvt•rs to wedding.

•

Stax Singer Weds In Double remony

Taking part in the wedding thy Nolan, John
were from left to right, Dore- Brenda Lave.

t

"BALLOON IN THE AIR, Dashiki on your back" was
the theme of this lawn party given by Mr. and Mrs. S.
W. Robinson Monday algid, Aug. 4. The droop
pauses kr
the photographer at the end of the bafl.s. contest. (MeChrbtoe Photo)
• t • ••

SVI4I

MiliPitit4e0d bride is the wed- Mr. and Mrs. Robert James
was Barbara Ann Lewis Lewis, Jr. Barbara was wed
encoded Hantiltee High le Albert Lees Bennett
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The "hunting look" in a Raincheetah costume, a warm, weather-treated coat with
matching pants. Eminently practical f a r
cold rainy days, the Dacron and to
poplin coat has a water-repellent finish and
la interlined with polyester
Par
legistweiglw warmth. The welt-seamed coat,
which sports snappy T-tabs on sleeves and
at sipper and lower pockets, can go it
alone, or with the optional matching pasts
as seen here, ler a great pantauit look.
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One of the best ways to weather a
storm
is presented in Rsizzcheetali
that practical.
ly ptirrs when it
peers.
Full,
protective
against the rain and cold, mewl penile
fabric is treated
and
pile
-lined
f
•
r
extra
warmth. A leather -like trim forams
the eel.
Ian and rims the snap-off heed,
hem, and
supersized pockets as well as the
I r•• t
closure with concealed snap closings.

eir

Prints explode in iibrant hues and bold geometric and abstract pattern, A geometric Art Deco print sparkles in hues of turquoise and pink on a silk-leek leloric.
A boldly printed abstract python pattern glows in white on a rich
brown MO= velveteen. And a screen-printed cotton veheteen (oat. with coordinating dress
reflects
a magnificent depth of color in shocking pinks and reds that are still
further enriched
by an overlay of Schiffli embroidery.
Other glamorous evening styles include moires. tissue failles
and satins such as a
lustrous, beautifully cut
satin
maxi
trench
coat
with
dramatic
deeply notched lapels
As always,
'Raincheetahs
are
weathertreated
Most
of them have Du Pont's Zepel
rain-arid -stain resistant finish that takes repeated
dry-cleaning without reprocessing_

A raincoat by any other name might be an evening coat, a theatre coat a
dium coat, or a truly flattering storm coat. For as new fall Rama:metals& prove
raincoats today take many guises
The Raincheetah storm coat case in point. 'Unlike the standardized, drab
storm coats of the past these are real fashion coats. There's a Raincheetah trim*
coat, for example, but in a modified tent shape in a pile-lined polyester and canna
poplin. When worn with the tie-belt it has a wonderful, swings., funs-skirted took An&
of course, what really finishes it off in smashing style is the big race., collar.
• • •
Or, for an outstanding variation, there's the "hunting look- in a nacres and
cotton fly-front coat with optional matching pants The coat, which sports nippy 1'tabs at upper and lower pockets, not only looks great, but is also extegilmely practical for the coldest days because the Dacron and cotton fabric is honed le polyester
fiberfill for lightweight warmth.
For those who like to dazzle in the ram there are the glistening "wet leek"
raincoats, one of lise biggest looks of the season In a doublebreated Ralecheetali
with patch pockets, and again in full shirt coat it's a marvelous look, made still more
so by the fabric which may look like other -wet look" fabrics, but isal. The difference -- it's a newly developed polyrethane fabric that is both breathable and dry-clean
able.
• • •
Other lively, young "with it" coats are styled in plush plush, pin* elow of
Arnel triacetate and nylon A straight coast in a na‘s ‘elour with aide-zipped ( mains
and wide low belt, has a dramatic, ingeniously designed funnel collar that can be
worn four different ways -- turned up as stovepipe for example, or rolled into am on
velope collar with the red velour facing offering colorful contrast. It ceasesin several
colors with contrast linings as does a great looking tent coat with ripped trent and
funnel collar. And an equally dramatic white velour dramatizes the tichened "polo"
coat, one of the hottest of the 30's revivals.
Two of the most striking silhouettes are military brass-buttoned pileliaied poplin
cape, and a regal, double-breasted maxi shaped back and full sweep in the skirt The
dramatic quality of this maxi is exceeded only by another in white dauphins betas
with huge collar and cuffs of white fox.
Solid neutral tone plays an important role in Naman's color story with diet
blacks and browns glistenig in a "wet look" polyurethane fabric, glowing white
111
velvety velour; tan and beige poplins and two new neutrals, spice and ale,
lisadliag
elegace to
duckcloth.
Interspersed
throughout
the
collection
are
delicious
shades et
caramel and olive in evening moire; wineberry in crushed panne
velvet: Pelllelhh
and espresso brown in poplins. and for the holidays, silver
frost emerald and red
satin.

Personality Raincoats For Fall •

WOMEN

The nonchalant, super casual look of the 30'5 Is revived
Raincheetah polo co4 of soft, velvety velour.
A wrap tie sash nips in the waist, while a wide, deeply
notched lapel collar forms the perfect foil for the ubiquitous accessory of the season, the scarf filler. Marbleized buttons highlight this versatile coal that's available
in seen smashing Fall Winter shades and weather-treated for all weather wear.

Ckttnberli
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By LOUIS MARTIN
Do we need a black political party in the United
kbleriptina rates: One year, $6; six maths, 43.50, (2-year special SubStates? Could a new national party embracing blacks,
scription rate $10) The Tri-State Defender Does Not Take Responsibility for
Puerto Ricans, Mexican-Americans and poor whites
unsolicited Manuscripts or Photos. Published Every Thursday by the New.
Tri-State Publishing Co. Second Class Postage Paid at Memphis,unwise.,
become an effective political force in our society?
'Coder -Act al Mardi 2,119.
Can the powerless minorities unite and organize
politically to promote their common interests and deNational Advertising Representatives
fend them against the repressive tendencies of the
7
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.
middle and upper class white who govern and run
$10 Madison Avenue, New York IT, N.Y.
America on the principle of majority rule?
The powerlessness of the poor miServing 1,000,000 Negroes in the Tri-State Area
norities has led the sociologist Herbert
J. Gans, writing in the New York Times
magazine last week, to question the
whole principle of majority rule in our
multi-racial society.
According to Gans the poor and the
there
until
wait
to
content
am
and
I
"will probably always be outvoted
black
'• War has its horrors, its agony
.
.
truth.
of
luxury
the
leisure
for
is
by the majority" that does not share
and sorrows, but its most dolorous
weekBritish
the
month,
Last
their urgent concerns.
aspect is the torture and deathly-The New Statesman-published a
silence imposed on civilians who
He writes: "If I am correct in argupoem by Soyinka, entitled "Live
disagree with their government.
ing that the urban condition cannot be
Burial," dealing with the author's
Internationally known poet and
improved until poverty and segregation
the
of
one
Was
prison.
It
life
in
Niof
phtywright Wole Soyinka
are eleminated, or sharply reduced, it is
outside
reached
the
that
have
four
"
11#
geria is a victim of his country's
likely that under the present structure )1
imprisoned.
lie
was
world
since
of American government there cannot
conflict with Biafra.
Here are some lines from the poem:
be and will not be a real solution to the problem of the
i; He is reported to be seriously
"Sixteen paces
ill in his cell at the Kaduna prison
cities."
By twenty-three. They hold
Gana offers a number of suggestions for giving
in northern Nigeria, where he has
Siege against humanity
more muscle to the weak, including varied straggies
been held in solitary confinement
And Truth,
that would curb or dilute the majority rule concept.
for more than 18 months.
drill
to
time
Employing
He knocks out the tactics of disruption advocated
several
months,
In the last
sanity
his
through
to
by
extremists
on the grounds that the end reset is
Soyinka has smuggled several
Schismatic
overpowering
backlash which victimizes the weak
an
letters out of the prison. In one
Antigone!
Lover
of
most
all.
of these he writes despairingly of
MY VIEW
his physical condition and of his
You will? You will unearth
While he credits the coalition of blacks, libtrals
Corpses of yestervain attempts to obtain treatment
and labor for achieving civil rights legislation"and
Year? Expose manure of
anti-poverty programs in the nineteen-sixties1 he
for repeated attacks of high blood
present birth.
doubts the effectiveness of such coalitions in the!lays
pressure, which have affected the
him
live
Seal
ahead. Nevertheless, the suggestions he recommends
sight of his right eye.
This may be such as abolition of the seniority system in all regisman.
of
creation
MAYS
the
BENJAMIN
E.
By
necropolis.
same
In
that
Soyinka, 86 years old, has won
•
No one will deny that the trip
May his ghost mistress
latures, cabinet departments representing minority
rhetoric. It will all depend upon
a lage number of international liforeto the moon by Neil Armstrong,
interests, changes in the electoral system, etc:, all
Point the classic
what the visit to the moon
terary awards. He was jailed in
manfor
Collins
Michael
leap
Aldrin,
and
Edwin
great
will require political power.
a
be
Route
Outsiders'
to
Stygian
may
cast. It
August, 1967, after a visit to Oduexploration
is
most
daring
feats
one
of
the
the
If
not.
Mysteries."
kind. It may
If we had the muscle to force the changes in the
megwu Ojukwu, the Biafran leader,
ever undertaken by man. Those who
These are the
lamentations
of space and the invasion of other government structure that would lessen the impact
in an attempt to halt the Nigerian
saw them take off, land on the
of a crushed spirit. Those interested
planets result in a mere competi- of the majority rule principle, we would probably
civil war.
moon,
walk
on
the
moon,
return
and
in Soyinka's release from prison,
tive race, increasing the ways and
have enough muscle to get the programs we want in
In a letter written on toilet
destroy
can
nations
down
whereby
should
address
their
to
the
areas
letters
splash
the
first place.
cup
tissue, Soyinka said: "The
has
great
a
be
not
will
thrill
it
other,
Nigerian
each
Embassy,
to
Washington,
had
been drunk to the dregs. I have
Be that it may. we have everything to gain and
leap for mankind. It will all depend
in this great
D.C.
passed the stage of spiritual nausea,
nothing to lose by a more effective political alliance
upon what use we will make of this
aocompl i a h between blacks, Puerto Ricans, Mexican-Americans
new exploration of space. If we
We
t.
m en
and the poor whites. Whether this alliance should
use our chemical and biological
also should
form of a national political party is another
to destroy mankind in question.
knowledge
have been
war, these discoveries will not be
proud that
The Republicans are all engrossed in theories of
good
for mankind. We are jubilant
t h e United
a new lily-white majority. The votes in 1968 that
over our moon landing but the ques- went to Wallace and Nixon when combined
States was
Indeed, his television account of the
Into each life some rain must
constitute
tion should be jubiliant to what 57 per cent of the electorate. This
event was so honest and convincthe first counrepresents a landfall; no man is immune from the
end.
ing that it should have removed
try in the
slide margin.
tragedies of life. Sen. Edward KenI do not minimize the greatlingering
doubts
from
friend
any
world to do
The Democrats, who since Roosevelt have made
nedy's sorrowful experience which
ness of the moon event. But it was the strongest appeals to the blacks and the poor, are
and foe.
this, even if part of the motive was
ended with the death of a young
Russia. There
a mighty day when Jesus Christ debating their strategy for the future. They too reIn the judgement of honest and
to get there before
woman when he made a wrong turn
factors:
motivating
was born. It was a great day or cognize that backlash voters put Nixon in the
reasonable men, the Senator left
were two
on a dangerous bridge and his car
White
Russia.
do
days when electricity was discovernothing unsaid, and made no atHouse. They also seemed convinced that keeping the
Science and to out
plunged into the water, was just
ed, when the printing press was intempt to absolve himself of criblacks under the same tent with the traditional DixI am not as extravagant in my
as shocking to him as it was to the
President
was in- icrats is going to be more difficult in
vented,
when
the
telephone
as
event
the
ticism
of
his
of
behavior
in
appraisal
the
course
the days ahead.
public at large.
vented, when medical science found
of the frightful accident. To say,
Nixon. Of course, I am not in his
The history of third party movement and splinter
He said in his moving teleways to conquer tuberculosis, tyas some are saying, that Mr. Kenshoes. He can be proud of the fact
parties in the United States presents a dismal record.
vision report to the people of Masaccom"fait
phoid fever, smallpox and when the Nevertheless, as George Wallace
became
a
nedy's
this
account
or
that
expanation
of the
sachusetts and of the nation that
and his followers in
blood bank was perfected. It was a the American party prove,
tragedy raises more questions than
plit" under his administration. The
the efforts never cease.
he was not "driving under the ingreat day when the airplane was
it answers, is an unfair attempt to
two men who did the most to make
There are some new factors in the political spotfluence of liquor." Further "There
Kennedy
invented.
It is unrealistic to say
John
were
possible
introduce
a
this
note
of
mystery
in
the
whatever,
to
light
today. For several years Dr. Gallup has been
is no truth, no truth
that the moon event is the greatbarely
Nixon
sorry incident where there is none.
Johnson.
Lyndon
and
polling citizens across the country on their political
the widely circulated suspicion of
est event since the creation. I am
We ae with the overwhelming masgot in time enough to be the first
affiliations. Each succeeding survey points to a deimmoral conduct."
inclined to call it rhetoric.
ses of the people who feel that their
President to talk to a man on the
The one and only issue, as he
cline in party membership and party loyalty. The eroIt will be a greater day when
confidence is Sen. Kennedy's moral
moon. The President has a right to
sion in party affiliation is most prounounced among
and the courts see it, is his failure
men learn to live together without
integrity has not been shaken by
feel good. And I am sure that a tour
a
period
accident
during
young voters.
the
to report
war. A greater day when we exterin Asia was planned to fit the landthe incident.
shock;
and
he
personal
of severe
Foreign observers have frequently pointed out
minate racism, eliminate poverty,
ing on the moon. It is a prestigious
was pleaded guilty to this charge.
that our two major parties have no ideological difabolish hunger and malnutrition
time for the President to visit forferences. They claim the party platforms are remarkin the world and place human values
eign countries.
ably alike, both firmly against sin and strongly in
above material values. I wish we
'However, I do not agree with
support of motherhood.
were as anxious to do these things
the President when he says that the
It is interesting to note that the blacks who reas we are to go to the moon and
week of the successful trip to the
cently won control of Greene County Alabama did so
moon was the greatest week since
perhaps Mars, Jupiter, Venus, etc.
under the banner of a new party organized by Dr.
If the anticipated shift in priThis country is in the midst
John
Cashin, a black dentist of Huntsville, and a
orities has to do with further venof a major shift of its national
group
of Democrats, who are opposed to the so-called
ture into the outer world while our
priorities. The question arises as
regular
Democratic party of Alabama.
domestic problems remain unsolved,
to the nature of the shift and
In
New
York where splinter parties have done
public outcry and resentment would
whether it is in beat interest of the
better
than
in
most states, Mayor John V. Lindsay of
shake the country like an earthmasses. The life of the nation must
A PAT FOR PATTERSON cocted. The white worn an sec gates at the meeting, he notic- New York City is putting together a new
party of
quake.
go on, and the nation cannot deAtty. J. 0 Patterson. well- retary who signed the neces- ed the apparent slight. His
Independents and liberals from the Republican and
prohibitive
It
is
a
consensus
Memphis
sary
attendance programs and
known young black
clare a moratorium on the pursuit
reaction was the same as wouldiDemocratic camps.
that slums and poverty should top legislator, rates a collective identifying cards, establishing
of its main objectives.
those invited as official dele- 1 come from ,any sensitive, selfcongratulatory
the
and
pat
on
With Wallace on the extreme right, we now hear
the list of domestic items whose
However, the determination
back from every black man gates, either ignnrantly or respecting individual regardless
that
the left-wingers are trying to put together a
even
urgency demands immediate con- and right-thinking citizen in deliberately . . . b u t surely of color. His reaction was
to push forward in dealing with
member
of
a
a
destronger
as
new
party
with Panthers, Communists and all the
to
place
a
title
of respect In
sideration. National mood, and the United States, for a stand
the nation's city, race, and poverty
prived and usually rejected
front
of
Senator
last
week.
.
way
Patterson's1
he
took
down
national need call for positive ecproblems, despite the demands of
minority, whose feelings are stsudent groups who love to talk of revolution,
name.
South in Mobile, Alabama
tion
on
so
often disregarded or trampl-,
sectors
those
At the moment however, we see no serious threats
where
the
the Vietnam war, makes it all the
Senator Patterson was invit- At first he didn't notice that
designing
or
ed
upon.
by
his
war
identification
on
ed
card
bore
no,
to
attend
a
meeting
of
poverty
and
the
two-party system but we live in a society in
to
hunger has
more necessary to cut back prothoughtless whites
such preceding title
"AtSouthern
elected
officials
in
been
only thus far a paper war.
which all of our traditions and institutions are under
grams of lesser priority and to conthe Alabama city They were torney", or "Senator" (which; So, Attorney Patterson, the
The home front is where the crisis expected to engage in a sea- be is in Tennessee, or the Tennessee General Assembly 1 tremendous pressure. The decline of party affiliation
duct every program u efficiently
for survival is acute and cannot ?weer, discussion of various "easiest of all Mies "Air "/. Senator, left the meeting. He and partisan interest by the young is especially
as possible
be solved by rhetoric or statistics. regional problems of the South- Attorney Patterson's card sim- returned to Memphis and be- noteworthy.
Even before the pheaomenal
ern area Attorney Patterson ply had "J. 0. Peterson". Thaegan dispatching letters a a d
While it is beyond doubt that it
Certainly the full development of the political
landing on the moos becalms living
was invited to attend He was could leave him bolding the telegrams He informed rethe
meet.
was
of
the
bag
as
officials
the
war
to
a
emulsible
only
South
bell-hop
or
power
of blacks ind the poor minorities in a political
in Vietnam that pushed
*Ire in the
waiter . • .
reality. there wax talk in high
conspicuous by the fact that ing of the situation and told alliance, coalition or party that was well organized
he
on
Sevilla
Re
accepted
Lyndon R. Jrihnmon out of the White
governmental drift of ozpbi
how he personally felt *bout is.
Ilskile Senator Pat he was dark of skin
But
of those and truly united on common goals, could shake up
the nem es the neat spare objecHouse, lingering domeetie poverty
The vast majority
hewntilesinterod one of the. Rein, a rather cool aed self
the leadership of the major parties. Such a political
immediate
tive. This is Set
Icontained
to
responded
blocks
black
contacted
person.
Mr
Patter
and
tts
us*reed
attandaat evils will have
on would
soil
of
was
reducties
sot
at
core
aware
of
ly
sad
et
sled
and
same
sposirentlY
EtPressed
alliance
could force isompromises and help stop, the
*I srompowitio projortion of itro
the SIMre cansekimerwee for Mr
Walk ressalissat fist Ns eldtr the 'thistles. Ihit tater, eits-isterere sesthsests st regret Hee of a
tyrenical iily-white, racist majmity.
tifoll priority.
*NIL
sjselty lea we glins Doss( the sores of*sir lever the incident
Aisertess
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"An easy task becomes l ular spot. Melvin was host par
difficult when you do it !excellente as he divided his
with reluctance." Terence time between the party and the
Beautiful People. . . Barbara business of the popular rendezand Atty. Floyd Oliver of vous. Omar who will soon be
LangCleveland were the inspiration leaving us for a post at
skills
his
lent
University
ston
by
given
for the bash
them
mytheir cousins Omar Robinson, as a bartender concocting
Jr., 011vere George and Elsie sterious and delicious intoxiand Melvin Malunda, Jr. in the cants. .
popular, "Tail 0' The C o c k" Party folk included Ann and
room of famed Maluda's Res- Emerson Able, Wilma and Leotaurant.
s bard Campbell their brother
An aor of frivolity prevailed and sister-in-law. Lois and Clifas party goers greeted the af- ford Stockton, Bill Wilson, Hefable and handsome pair in len and Longino Cooke, Mertis
the swiaging setting of the pop- Ewell with Atty. A. A. Letting,

IN PERSON

ving

ckc
Star
of Stage
TV, Movies.
Million seller
Hit 0
Recordings'

The world's number-one entertainer
SINGING SENSATION

JE1

COMEDIAN

MARVA WHITNEY

Dancers

Clay Tyson

Bag 14 PIECE
ORCHESTRA

GO-GO
GIRLS

a show for
THE ENTIRE FAMILY

FASHION FOOTWEAR

AT SAVINGS

E.

,

•

0. V. Nelson, president of the Memphis chapter of JUGS.
POOL DEDICATED — A swimming pool for the children
Inc., and Dr. H. Ralph Jackson, director of Minimum Salof Goodwill Homes for Children was dedicated Sunday,
ary Department for the African Methodist Episcopal
Aug. 3, with these four participating on the program. From
who offered the invocation and benediction. (WiChurch,
of
board
the
of
president
Jr.,
Speight,
kit are Mrs. W. 0.
thers Photo)
Goodwill Homes; Miss Alice Dockery, who accepted the pool
as a gift from JUGS, Inc, on behalf of the children; Mrs.
the University of
Joe Atkins, Geraldine and Ro-1 Convention Chapter. . . Angie Fisk, flew in one day to join summer at
Iostra City, where she
bert Fields, Jr., Miekey Fugh, and Dr. James G. Hawkins at- his grandparents after summer Iowa in
under the Education
Ora Frierson, Melvin's sister tended the Dental Convention school and was off the next day studied
Development
Professional
and
the
for
grandparents
his
with
d
Martha
n
.
a
.
Cincinnati.
Mildred Jones and Don Doug• in
Arthur Earl Flowers, Gin- family reunion, and his sister, Act. She's been invited to
lass, and Yvonne Exum.
institution next
Elsie and Olivere keptIdys and Dr. Edward Reed, Beverly WWadean Ford, whose teach in the
way home she
the
On
summer.
as
same
the
is
name
middle
Speight,
Oscar
Dr.
and
Jewel
seefood
watchful eyes on the
"House on
the
at
off
stopped
grandmother's.
her
ing that it never ran low for and Orphelia and Dr. Jimmy
Dodgeville
And Dr. Miriam "L auri e" the Rock" between
Peggy and Harper Brewe r, Byas were among those attendSpringfield, Wisconsin and
and
on
Convention
Medical
Robinthe
her
up
d
le
ing
bund
Halloe
Conley,
Sugarmon
Melvin
Wisconsin Dells.
son, Harold Lewis, Johnny the West Coast. And members brood of four and is on a jaunt visited the
In Our Town. . • James H.
Johnson, James McKenzie, Joe of Alpha Phi Alpha chose the in Mexico.
Davis, Laverne and Rufus West for their convention site
Elizabeth and A. L. Plaxieo Strickland is home visiting his
Jones, they're cousins of t h e also, fabulous and fantabulous are home resting after exten- parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
honorees along with Halloe, Houston to be more exact, con- sive travel this summer. First Strickland. Dr. Strickland is
and he's also associated with ventineers included the Char- their daughter and son-in-law head of the Biology Department
his father in Jones Supermar- lie Tarpleys, Wallace Wilburn, Vera and Mose Prince a n d at Florida A&M University.
Mrs. Rufus Wilkins was here
ket; Gloria and Thurman Bai- Atty. George and Margaret their Cheryl came down from
ley and Melvin's dad, Melvin Brown, Wilma and Charles Cleveland to join them on the over the weekend from, N a ahSueing, Ernest and Carrie motor trip and they were off ville attending a meeting of
Malunda.
Congrats. . . to Mrs. Lizzie Young, Addison and Carrie for the first stop in Texarkana, the Eastern Star. She was
Brown for being named top Young, Jethroe and Nalue Al- Texas stopping with cousins, shown the town by her nieces
agent at the Union Protective exander, the Ira Murphys, he's Mae and Dr. Garland U. Jami- and nephews. Helen and LonLife Insurance Company. Har- an attorney and state repre- son, then Dallas visiting gino Cooke and Nell and Dr.
old J. Whalum, President of sentative, Joe and Joyce Young, friends, Grace and Walter Mc- Theron Northcross.
the company and his mate, Til- Atty. James and Hattie Swear- Millan, he formerly taught at And attractive Naomi Madlie and sons Skipper and Roy engen and Charles and Curl M. I. College; Houston with gett was an interesting visitor
flew off to St. Louis with sev- Patterson. . .
the Olen Rigsbys, Beaumont to our midst last week. She
eral from the field forces and Baby Talk. . .June and Ar- was next, in Los Angeles, they made a three hour presentamanagers staff for a banquet yls Letting are singing lulla- were joined by the L. M. Mo- tion at a Board of Education
in honor of Mrs. Brown. Theme l bies to their little son, Aryls tons, and on the way back workshop on teaching English
of the dinner was. "Lizzie, Augustus, Jr. Atty. A. A. "Doc" stopping off points were S a n for the Disadvantaged. She's
Brown Do Your Thang."
Letting is the proud Grandpa. Francisco, Las Vegas, Tucson Associate Professor of English
The group worshipped to- And Faye and Freddy Seng- where th
visited Ezra a n d at Eastern Michigan University
gether at the St. John AME stacke have a little beauty,1 Rose Ford former Memphians, in Ypsilanti and before that
Church. A fascinating feature Monique. Mattie and Whittier she taught at Leath and he was taught in the inner city schools
of the game was when they at- Sengstacke are the doting principal at Capleville.
of Detroit.
tended a baseball game with grandparents.
Really put some miles be- She co-authored. "Success in
reserved VIP seats a nd the
The
Away They Went. .
Language Literature B" a n d
hind them, didn't they?
scoreboard flashed, "Union'Theodore Jacksons, are in Dehas written three books of poetIdella
wo
B
Jesse
and
And
Protective Celebrates Lizzie troit for a family reunion of 1
ry with the most recent, "Star
Hamilton
Week." Afterwards the Wha- their children, grandchildren drie motored off to
By Star" being published in
lums feted the group with cock- and yes, even a great grand- and Cleveland, Ohio and to'France, England, Ital y, and
attended
where
they
Chicago
tails in their suite in the round- child. . . Joseph Oliver Wright,
Holland
ly structured Stouffers I n n son of Shelia and Joseph the wedding of their gran d- , The articulate and well versa
downtown.
Wright of Ann Arbor, Michi- daughter, Janet Brown
ed young lady was named
who exchanged
gan. Shelia is the daughter of , schoolmarm
"English Teacher of the Year"
Bernard
a
Powe,
with
Jean (Hon) and Oliver , vows
while teaching in Detroit ind
Broome who're hosting the Sales Manager for Sears, Roe- was also honored by her sororibuck Company in the Windy ty, Alpha Kappa Alpha as
family gathering.
Other members of the Clan City.
"Woman of the Year."
making the scene are Edwina 1 They also visited the R e v. And speaking of citations givand William Elliby, from D.C., and Mrs. E. W. Williamson at en by Alpha Kappa Alpha Sowith their twins Michelle and their Zion Hill Baptist Church. roroty, Inc., Martha Jean SteinRochelle, Maria and William. Cora (Mrs. McCann) Reid berg was honored in Detroit
Jr., who's Billy and Beverly and Jeraldine (Mrs. John) Tay- by the sorority for her o u t"Bootsie" and Wallace Hawk. lor are elated over their trip standing ability as a top radio
ins, Jr., from Dayton, Ohio to Europe this summer.
who keeps her
personality
and her children Marion Ford, And Cathryn R. Johnson is people informed about their
Jr., who's now a student at just spilling over about her rights. etc.

SHOES

U.S.
Government
figures show
Pall Mall
Menthol 100's
lower in
"tar" than
the bestselling
menthol
king

I

Pall Mall
enthol100%.
crt,a,

C

44

downtown • anion ave.• soutbland moan
S
2to 32/
/
2
1
fashion specialists in sizes 18 to 60 and 161

'SALE‘a,
- Special
Value!

88 SOUTH MAIN
POPLAR PLAZA
LAU R E LWO OD

ByMon Claire

INC.

14 No. Main Court 527-3619

classic crepe
shirtwaist

Have you seen thelatest!

tog. 19.00

899

The Curly Stretch

sizes 16% to 240,4
sod 38 to 52

Tapered Wig
COLORS

24 95

• MAHOGANY
• BROWN
• TAN ANTIQUE
• WASH WHITE
• NAVY BLUE

What a buy!. . softly flaring shirhvaist
of rayon and ace.
fats crop* in multigored skirt for fit
and comfort.

choose
purple,
arson
or
block.

TO YOU
DIRECT FROM

ITALY

14"

Compare at $21

ik4warie0r4
Resew Cibarlo
Use Our Layaway

Opon Mon. AI Thurs.
Nights 'til V

only

2495

AFRO DEPARTMENT

Afro Bush Wig
Afro Wig

no me mt

UP TO
•

24.95
4.95 & UP

HAND MADE WIG.— 39 95
WIGLETS
See Hs for expert Styling only S3.50
LAY-A-WAY

MASTER CHARGE

201

J STOUT SHOPPE
DOWNTOWN •
UNION AVL

We Honor
KATIVA-Mtiti•CARD

me me am am het am am ma me

DRESSES
!? SPORTSWEAR

$24"
$19"

SEE OUR WIDE SELECTION OF AFRO JEWELRY
100% HUMAN HAIR
LONG WIG
29.95
LONG FALLS

me me

•

64 ZO. MAIN
1412 UNION

• 117-6436
• 1/4-3065
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FOOTPRINTS
TWENTY YEARS AGO —
Lorimer D. Milton, Brown
and
gradu ate
University
president of the Citizens Trust
Company, Atlanta, Ga., not
only headed the first black
banking institution to gain
identification as member of
the Federal Reserve System,
but announced assets in excess of the sum of $10-million.

DR. MAHLON RHANEY

It was one of the first triumphs of a generation of superbly trained young black
intellectuals who had been attracted to Atlanta, following
World War I, under the magnetic allure of Kansas-born
Heyman Perry.
A member of the Howard
University board of trustees,
for more than three decades,
Milton and his partner in
business, Clayton R. Yates,
survived the shocking Heyman failure of 45 years and,
like the legend of the fabled
phoenix, arose from would-be
ashes to be poised today, without superiors (black or white)
in business acumen.

LORIMER D. MILTON
... Atlanta Millionaire

Teacher Changes Topic
Of Forum Aug. 18-21

The purpose of the forum is
to show parents how they can
act responsibly in the light of
the situation to provide the
most productive learning environment for their children.

phis School Board, will give a
presentation on why teachers
are being changed and the
preparation given to teachers
and principals.
Other subjects will include
learning how to deal constructively with life situations
and what parents can do.

Following the panel small
group discussions will provide
opportunity to deal with the
Meeting sites will be the issues.
Church of the Holy CommunForum spmsors are Church
ion. 4645 Walnut Grove Road,
U n ited, Downtown
Women
Aug. 18; Centenary Methodist
Churches' Association, Memave.,
McLemore
E.
Church, 584
phis Chamber of Commerce,
Aug. 19; and Frayer Heights Memphis Roundtable of ChristUnited Methodist Church, 2450
ians and Jews, Memphis and
Frayser blvd., Aug. 21.
Shelby County Human Relation
and Pro ject
Charles J. Patterson, director Commission
of race relations for the Mem- NAME.

Theresa Brown Joins Group W
NEW YORK, — Theresa E. Relations. Her title is Trade
Brown, a copy writer for the Press Representative.
publishing house of Doubleday
In addition to her experience
SI Company, Inc. and formerly
Doubleday, she has worked
at
Feffer
for
Manager
Promotion
dz Simons, Inc.. a Doubleday for Ebony Magazine and was a
subsidiary, has joined the program specialist in the antiGroup W (Westinghouse Broad- poverty program in Philadelcasting Company) Department phia, her home. She has been
of Public Relations, it was an- an assistant to the playwright
nounced today by Robert Hoff- coordinator of the New York
organization, the
man, Group W Vice President- theatrical
Negro Ensemble Company.
Creative Services.
Miss Brown's responsibilities Miss Brown, 24. was grad.
will include reporting , writing, uated form Michigan State
and press liaison. She will re-. University in 1966 with a maport to Quentin T. Kelly, Mana-ijor in journalism and a minor
ger of Station Group Public in advertising.

F,4S4410N9
SA4VE
F72E sf.12
30035 NAT. N.Y. 131-140S

A VARIETY
AFRICAN
PRINTS
$2,11
YARD

CHILDREN
DASNIKtS
DASHIKI DRESSES
DASHROS
KOAS
INOKOTOS
AGIADAS

AIX)
I WES
CAWS
DAMPS
I.3.115

L4/044 eN

ram

ors144m mom

GICIS
COWLS

04ESS
MUSA LAP
READS
ALL SIZES

DR. HENRY FINLEY

Elevate 3 To FAMU Posts

et al, and the heroic J. B.
The story of the assembly
Blayton.
of such trained black, youth in
of
Atlanta, during the start
Still in harness, as a pioneer
the. Warren G. Harding admin- certified
p u blic accountant
istration, is an elided chapter (the actual watchdog of Citiin the sage of black economics zens Trust and the Yates is
— principally because of the Milton Drug Chain finances)
failure of the Standard Life In- Blayton deserve( (but did, not
surance Company and the get) the Spingarn Medal —
consequent retreat of the Serv- following the failure of Standice Company. The latter was ard Life — by discovering
the 'last word,' 47 years ago. and restoring, to needy black
in massive printing.
policyholders, more than $2
million of assets that were beThe names of the eager- ing hidden by heartless caubeaver parade of young col- casian receivers.
lege graduates, in that picture,,
still glisten across the dec- THIRTY YEARS AGO —
ades: Walter White, J. R. Rob- The Courier's two-year drive,
inson, J. B. Long, W. R. abetted by Rep. Hamilton Fish
Pinkett, A. G. Hollingsworth, (r.-N.Y.), kept pounding at the
Lorimer D. Milton, C. R. Yates door of the War Department.
--

A forum. "Parents Look at
City
in
Changes
Teacher
Schools 1969", will be held at
three different churches. Aug.
18-21, and will be coordinated
by the Metropolitan Inter-Faith
Association.

FRANK C. OLDS

SETS

AVAMAINI - CHICKS
WAIL MEAD/DORS -CATALOGUE

0

NOME 0101111

PAST HONORED — Mrs. Bernice Aldridge,
second from left, was honored for past
services as the Grand Treasurer of Excelsior Lodge of the Order of Eastern Star of

— college of arts and seiences.
TALLAHASSEE, F I a.
(FAMU) — The Board of He graduated first in his class
Regents has approved the fol- from Dillard University and
lowing appointments and pro- received the M. S. and Ph.D.
motions for Florida ASeM Uni- degrees from the University of
Michigan.
versity.
Dr. Mahlon C. Rhaney, for- Dr. Henry E. Finley, former
mer dean of academic affairs head of the department of
is now vice-president for aca- economics has been promoted
demic affairs. Dr. Rhaney has to vice president for adminisserved FAMU in several facul- trative and fiscal affairs. An
ty and administrative capaci- alumnus and one time presities including instructor in phy- dent of the FAMU student govComMasonic
99th
the
during
Tennessee
munication in Memphis last week. She is sics, professor and head of the ernment association, Dr. Finley
department of biology, dean of earned the M. S. and M. B.A.,
flanked by admiring supporters.
instruction, and dean of the and Ph. D. degrees from Indi-

ana University. Dr. Finley
was an urban fellow last summer with the Morgan Guaranty
and Trust Company of New
York in the area of monetary
and fiscal policies.

A

Dr. Ira C. Robinson, new
dean oisthe school of pharmacy is also a FAMU alumnus
and a former president of the
FAMU SGA, and the first Negro to receive a doctorate degree from the school of pharmacy at the University of
Florida.

"Electric cable heat
keeps even our tile floor
warm astoast:'
Mrs. Jones—"With five children from ages 7 to 14,
you need a heating system that will keep the
floors good and warm, because that's where
they'll be half the time—on the floor."
Mr. Jones—"With electric cables imbedded in
the floor or ceiling throughout the house, there
are no cold spots or drafts or sudden blasts of hot
air. Just gentle,even,quiet heat."

Mrs. Jones—"We've lived here three years and

the house still looks like new. That's how clean
electric heat is."
If you'd like to keep up with the Joneses and
enjoy all the advantages of living electrically,call
525-2552, extension 354. One of our heating specialists will tell you all about electric heat for your
home. Memphis Light, Gas & Water Division.

Mr. & Mrs. Vernon Jones and family, 4628 Collierville-Arlington Road

6
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National Medical Grant
Goes To A&I Graduate

'Horizon

Sports
"
'

CELTICS DYNASTY ESUE

out that his bread and butter
man of 13 years must play for
a variety of reasons, but it
was pretty hard for him to get
to Russell.

•

NASHVILLE — William T.
Choctaw, Nashvillian who was
Tennessee
graduated f r om
State University in June, has
been awarded $1,200 grant by
National Medical Fellowships,
Inc., of Downers Grove, Ill.

BOSTON — The great Bill
*Russell returned to this Itistorcity last week and the fallout from a bomb droppgd in
an article in a recent "Sports "Money is not that important
Illustrated" story, is tatuy its to him," said Auerbach.
toll on bewildered loyal Boston
"I told him to hell with ex,,Celtics fans. In the SI article hibition
Auerbach
games,"
s,Russell made official his reetirement from professional bas- steamed. "I said I'd run the
ketball. News leaked Or this training for him. All I want is
past spring about Russell's 82 games, five months, Rusexodus from the National Bas- sell's retirement won't affect
ketball Association v.lrn he his committment to appear at
was in California visiting—actor,his basketball camp on Aug.
24.
Jim Brown.

The announcement followed
a letter to Choctaw from Mn.
Hilde Reitzes, executive seal,.
tary of the non-profit organisation which provides assistance
to Negroes for education and
training in medicine.
The grant was awarded
Chuctaw "to attend Yale University Medical School as a
first year student."

The usually talkative AuerAUERBACH IS HOPEFUL
General manager Red Auer- bach was really worked up dePresident of the Tennessee
sees the end of a great spite the spring rumor of Rus• era which will for the most sell leaving pro basketball for
State University student body
Jackie Robinson and Alonzo S. "Jake" Gaither, president last year, Choctaw was for four
gpart be welcomed by oppenents career in Hollywood. This at- PLANNING FOOTBALL CLASSIC — The upcoming Inviof the Football Coaches Foundation and head coach for Flotitude of disgust is understanda- tational Football Classic to be held in Yankee Stadium on
years in the TSU Honors Pro"who have been frustrated
rida A&M University. Proceeds from the game will be used
..their endeavors to trip thel ble for Auerbach was just me- Saturday, Sept. 20, with the Morgan State Bears meeting
gram directed by Dr. klcDollto help educationally deprived youth from low income aid Williams.
*high riding Celts. The—world'diocre as a coach until his 6-9 the Grambling College Tigers is the topic discussed at
areas through selected charities of the National Urban
"champions will be in one big stringbean came on the scene this recent press party in New York City. From left are
A Haynes High School gradLeague.
:?mess if Russell goes through after putting the University of Inspector Arthur Hill of the New York City Pollee Departuate, Choctaw received four- AIRMAN EDWARD TURNER,
with his retirement. No one San Francisco's basketball pro- ment, Miss Elizabeth Robinson, former baseball great
year scholarships for the study Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Ed,knows better than the_ fiery gram on the map after the
, cent of the undergraduates and of medicine from both Yale ward Turner of 2136 Swift st.,
Auerbach who used the /abu-i Dons' history of perennial los13 per cent of the graduate stu- and Boston Universities. A Memphis, has completed basic
'
,bus Russell as a catalytic ers.
dents
at the colleges are white. bio-chemistry major, he plans training at Lackland AFB,
.agent to join the coaching
'elite. Auerbach said he jieked "It's strictly mental." said
traditionally Negro col- to become a urologist.
A
few
Auerbach. "That's what bugs
Tex., and is remaining there
l'his former player-coach -ier a
leges have now become pre- At the present time he is
shape
terrific
me.
He's
in
training as a security
for
:logical reason to retire aid redominantly white. At several working in the Department of
than he
,ceived no answer. He ii_hop He's 15 pounds lighter
He attended Carpoliceman.
i
W ashington,
others, from one-third to one- Commerce i n
„ing that Russell will feel the was last year at this time.
School.
High
ver
C.
half
of
the
students
D.
are
white.
something
for
eitch to return as the season You can't do
ATLANTA. — One third of all these colleges have for more of black students who are en13 years, at the emotional
:looms.
rolled in traditionally or prepitch he has been involved black students in higher edu- . than a century been providing
dominantly Negro colkges and
otherwise
education
unavailable
just
.
.
.
I'm
cation today are enrolled in
Russell has a year to go on and just give it up
universities.
!a two-year contract callirig for hoping time will be a factor. 34 colleges — the nation's pre- to thousands of able and de- These 34 coll.-.es are the submore than $200,000. During the I'm hoping time will heal this dominantly Negro public col- serving youths and today ell-lject of a new fact book publishleges. Located in 19 states,lroll approximately two thirds1
2.press conference, he pointed mental tension."
ed
The Office for Advanceof Public Negro Colleges.
The 21-page reference guide
contains background informaBaked In Memphis by Memphlans
rushed rushed daily to your big
tion and current facts, about
Hagu• & Knott supermarket for
this often overlooked segment
maximum freshness.
of higher education.
"Predominantly Negro public
colleges, which today serve stuHogue & bath
dents of all races, are of special
significance because of their
Hamburger
traditional role in educating
or Hot Dog
minority group students for
full participation in American
life," the booklet states.
The fact book goes on to disWith the lowest prices and
cuss the colleges' history, students, academic and public
greatest savings in the South!
service programs, alumni, faculty, facilities, and finances. It
also includes a directory of the
34 colleges, listing for each its
mailing address, enrollment,
degrees offered, tuition, room ,
and board charges, president,
and founding date.
In the coming year, the colleges are expected to enroll
about 100,000 students. In 19681969, they enrolled 93.470 students, more than double their
Sr
1965 enrollment. They range in
size from Maryland State College, with under 1,000 students,
to Southern University in Louis• iiTtiisetv-iit14-R-Igiit
iana with nearly 10,000.
To. k.ipnit ,Cluantiti•s
All of the colleges are fully
HARBOR BRAND
accredited. They have about
HOGUE & KNOTT
LINKS
5,000 full-time faculty members,
with 27 per cent holding doctoral degres. Their combined physical plants are worth nearly a
half billion dollars. Their libraries hold a total of 3.4 million
books. Many of the coleges
either have their own computers or share computer facilities
Sliced29 Lk.
available at other locations.
Each year the colleges award
approximately 10,300 bachelors
Stokley's Finest Drink
FARM GREEN HEADS
and 1,400 masters degrees in a
variety of fields. In 1955-56,
education accounts for only 47.1
cent of all bachelors degrees;
today it accounts for only 47.1
per cent. Meanwhile, degrees in
the social sciences have risen
WI HONOR 11101/111111MINT FOOD !RAMPS
from 10.6 per cent to 17.0 per
cent. Bachelors degrees in
ot.ISHES BEST
CRISCO
business fields have increased
from 3.4 per cent of the total in
1955-1956 to 8.5 per cent today.
"As job opportunities continue to expand and students
Never before in our history such o sale! Famous
realize that their options are
Geppettoss in Beige, Platinum, Sport Rust, Gray
ever-widening, they have begun
and Black.
to enter non-education fields in
4 Cu 770
signifiant numbers," explains
the booklet.
I.-ku
1E6 oz.
The fact book also notes that
small
all
green
"E RfilMAI.. :Nil: A (••
"in the professions, Negro colleges are Still the major producers of black lawyers, nurses
DUNCAN HINES
SOUTHLANDS ALL MEAT
and engineers for the nation."
The colleges receive about
half of their income from state
appropriations and more than
one-third from student tuition,
•••
fees, room and board payment.
Eva.
Federal funds provide only
about ten per cent of their income and private gifts and
lb.
grants only about one per cent.
YELLOW, WHITE,
Because these colleges are not
DEVIL'S FOOD
Campbells
LEMON SUPREME
included in the United Negro
College Fund, they cannot share
in this major source of private
contributions.
171Aoz.1
For in-state students, tuition,
room, and board costs average
under $1,000 per year at public
16 oz.
con'
Real fashion succ•ss in all the
Negro colleges. This relatively
same colors as the shoes. What
low cost enables the college(
to continue to serve as "oppora way to add smash to your wardtunity
colleges."
providing
robe,
needy students with a chance
to get a higher education with
the least amount of financial
sacrifice. The average parental
LAYAWAYS INVITED
Income of students at these
colleges is under $4,000 — less
WE HONOR BANKAMERICARD
than two-fifths that of other
•
college students, according to
AND MASTERCHARGE
the fact book.
The book continues: "There
Is no question that the future
of predominantly Negro public
colleges lies beyond serving
only one race. . .Like other
public colleges and universities,
these institaitions see their
7 p
future role as one of providing
Open Sundays for For Your Shopping Convenience 9 A M to
low-cost, high-quality education
to students of all races.At present, about three per

1Facts About Black Land Grant
Colleges Published In Booklet

i

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis

€04's

MEMPHIS' FINEST SHOE CENTER

UNS

LADIES GENUINE

ALLIGATOR
LIZARD

SHOES

. 2U
!BREAD
• OWN N SERVE
R
R LLS- W•cka9e 274

Pork Liver SMOKED
SAUSAGE

CABBAGE
L6. 70

Gatorade
qt. 28*

SALE

Famous Geppetto Originals, Regular 34.95

GREEN

LIMAS

2588

19*

MATCHING

ALLIGATOR
LIZARD
BAGS

2288 and up

SHORTENING
3

BOLOGNA! CAKE
510.„„„, MIX
Pork IA
Beans
150

.00

SALMON
79c

MILK
49c

TISSUE

c

HOGUE & KNOTT

I 378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK
3,384 N. THOMAS

Zeige 1622 Union

OPEN DAlli-TIL 5:30 P.M.

THURSDAY TIL 8:30 P.M.

1578 LAMAR

4321 SUMMER
973 SO THIRD
3362 SUMMER
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Fete Future
Yale Students
Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Tucker
honored their son, Larry Tucker, and seven other Memphians
who will be entering Yale University at New. Haven, Conn.
this fall at a reception at their
home at 1651 Alcy rd. on Sunday, August 3.

11,

Model Cities Program
Enlarged By $300,000
The Store that cares—about*I.

D. C.
— ment, correction and court proWASHINGTON.
of cedures, and the causes of poSecretary
Rommey,
George
y tensions. Both
the U. S. Department of Rouse lice-communit
organizations will then assist
lug and Urban Development the cities to design appropriate
recently announced the award programs to deal with the
of two $150.000 contracts to many problems related to
provide technical assistance to crane, its causes, and the ad25 model cities to help them ministration of justice.
Aside from Larry, a graduate plan and carry out crime and
The contract is an innoveof Getter High School, the juvenile justice components of tion for the International Association of Chiefs of Police
others were Zan Perry, Ray- their programs.
The
National
on:
Council
which works generally through
David
and
McDaniel
mond
Crime and Delinquency and the, loeal police agencies, but in
Hollowell, graduates of Manas- International
of l this instance will work directAssociation
sas; Jesse Garner and R. Ben- Chiefs of Police, each of which ly with the model cities agenson Davis, Messick; Casey1 received a one-year contract. cies, with the cooperation and
Blanchard, Central; and Janet will help the model citie assistance of the local police
Beyer, White Station High.
agencies analyze law enforce- I officials

FOR SALE OR TRADE
LARGE BRICK CHURCH
CENTRAL HEAT & AIR CON.
CLASS ROOM &
COMMUNITY CENTER

WILL FINANCE!

of Awards Larry Pendergrast, Most W o rshipful Grand Master Rev. Charles F. Williams, Mrs. Larry Pendergrast, Mrs. Augusta G. Bennett, Mr, Bennett (the honoree),
and Dr. Thomas E. Poag, of Nashville,
Tenn., aJ outstanding Masonic leader.

Alabama State Has Immediate
Change To University Status
litaITGOMERY — Dr. Levi,changes, Doctor W Akins ad- [hose that would be in AssisWatkins has announced mi>ny dressed many community lead- tance to the President. They
changes at Alabama State in ers on the University with were a Vice President for
conjunctim with the change of special citation being given to Academic Affairs, a n d Vies
the extraordinary growth of
name of the college.
President for Business Affairs.
In a special release today, the school.
Before leaving for the recent
he announced that the college
Student Union would become meeting of the Southern As- ,
and I
Colleges
of
the University Center, the sociation
College Seal would be replaced Schools. President Watkins reby a new University Seal de- lated that Ben A. Outland
signed by John Hall, of the would address the Education
Art Department, and that Department in the Alabama
possibly Alabama State Uni- Room Wednesday, July 16 at
versity would be on the diplo- 6 phi. Outland, who is secretary of the Alabama Secondary
mas of August graduates.
will
Association,
While making these noted Principals
speak on his trip to Europe
for the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, on
education abroad. •
The meeting ot the Southern
Association of Colleges and
Schools according to Felix C.
Robb. the Director, centered
around the external funding and
related problems of predominately Black Institutions. The
kwtwo-day meet was held in At-1
lanta, especially for presidents,
of predominately black in••••••
stitutions.
The attainment of University
status also brought changes
in the names and titles mostly
in the administration according to President Watkins. The
changes included a first Executive Housekeeper, a Coordinator of Personnel Supervision, a Manager of the UniDR. LEVI WATKINS
versity Center, and a University Librarian. Other names
and title changes included

SMITH

905
Estival
Bonded

GOD WIN

GENERAL CONTRACTORS

Tomokawk Pure Pork —
SAUSAGE
, 3 lb. $1.29
\ Chunk frOCOGN A
.r
446k1b. 394
‘

t

MINISTERS

MASON OF THE YEAR — The coveted
title of "Mason of the Year" in Tennessee
was bestowed upon veteran fraternity mai
Augustus G. Bennett, of Jackson, Tennessee. For more than four decades Mr. Bennett has served Masonr in his city and
state. Standing left to right are: Chairman

wow wworftni.
Grier freestone
PEACHES
4 29 oz. Cans $1.00
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yip.
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MARGARINE \
$1.00
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\
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Make the most
of their.
"WonderYears"

•

aisift ammo ow.

Yukon
All Flavors
/BEVERAGE DRINK
6 12 oz. Cans 494 I
1
HAMS
1 Whole or half lb. 594
"IA Pork Loin Sliced"
PORK CHOPS/Ii
lb.69t
4%

oar smIl 111114

Sultana Qt. far
0
\
ISE
MAYONNA
irl
/
39$
li
I
.......4
1.......
Jane Parke, Butter Milk
i
BREAD
111
4 20 oz. Loaves 894 i
‘
l' Fresh Water Cat Fish Center Cot .i
‘, STEAKS,,,..,?,(
\1b.79t
-- —
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Years:'one through
The"Wonder
are the formative years
twelve,
when you can do the most for
your child's growth

During these years your children
develop in many ways—actually grow
to 90% of their adult height. Every
delicious slice of Wonder Bread is
carefully enriched with foods for
growing bodies and minds. The"Wonder
Years" come only once. Make the most
of them. Serve your children
nutritious Wonder Bread.

00 WONDER
O

a

$.61,CMSDORMACI

•a.41.i

my;hndios 12 0.1

Helps build
strong bodies 12 ways!„,

nerving a< Sheibra's maid of Chiklren. illidta Is shown left
honor was 1nita Lewis who is standing sett to Manors and
also a member of the $oul Mac Ernest.
6

WEAK PRINT

423 N. Cleveland
213 Ftayser Blvd.
5999 Hwy.

51 South
2833 Lamar Ave.
1500 SO. LAUDERDALI
.1561 PARK AVE.
3200 Perkins'Rd. South
2465 POPLAR AVE.
4770 Poplar Ave.
3473 Summtr Ave.
00 Summer Ave.
Anwie`

:4**,14* Prices Expire Autust 16. 1969.******
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shape the environment ini and Main .238,000 disadvantaged
1 which business can continuel jobless persons in 125 of the
earning a profit four, five or nation's largest metropolitan
areas by June of 1970. The
ten years from now."
goal is 614,000 by June of 1971.
premise
"If we accept thisregarding business responsibi- About two-thirds of the JOBS
lity for environmental change prugram funds are to be used
then we must concern our- to help defray the extra costs
selves with the three basic incurred by employers in proNorth Carolina Mutual Life Phase I will be a two-week hard core unemployed persons problems of the black cornmu- viding 52 weeks of intensive
at Marion in the project should, after nity: Jobs. Housing and Educa- supportive services. The balInsurance Company has been training period
named as one of thirty-nine Business College in Chicago. 15 weeks of training, earn a, tion. After all, these are the ance of the funds are to be
PLAINFIELD, N. J — BObby scores of black people. Wil- tion with the mass trial of 11' companies in six U. S. cities Approximately 12 persons are projected wage of $3.25 per, core problems of the nation.
to absorb the additionLee Williams, goes on trial in liams, already maimed by the black citizens charged with that will hire and train 571 dis- scheduled for the first class hour as members of the work- In accepting the realities of utilized
of on-the-job training
costs
al
murder
in
the
Union County's Superior Court shooting, was already in the first degree
orientation ing class.
subsequent
advantaged jobless persons in with
only
the
not
situation
we
must
disadvantaged.
for
the
in Elizabeth on Sept. 15 on hospital when Gleason was as- death of Officer Gleason
30 different occupational skills groups of similar size aimed In cooperating with the fed- be concerned but involved and The 10 proposals approved
three separate accounts, includ- saulted.
formed by relativesl under the Job Opportunities in for within 6 weeks after the eral government in this project committed in matters that af- by the Manpower Administraing assault on Patrolman John William Kunstler, •nationally It was
the Business Sector (JOBS) initial class has started.
tion are in the metropolitan
North Carolina Mutual is ac- fect the total community."
V. Gleason, Jr., during the prominent civil rights attorney of Gail Madden, George Mer- program.
After this initial orientation tively supporting the double- The JOBS program is a areas of New York, 385 trainghetto disturbances of July and subject of a recent LIFE ritt, Jr., and Bobby Lee Wilmagazine story on his defense liams, as well as by black and Secretary of Labor George the trainees enter phase 2 ti- duty-dollar philosophy neces- joint effort of the Labor De- ees; Washington, 29; Chicago,
1967.
of black militants, is defending white community leaders who P. Shultz has set up proce- tled Job Related Basic Educa- sary to the ongoing progress of partment and the National Al- , 113; Milwaukee, 5; Toledo, 9;
dures enlisting the resources tion which includes basic or American business. NCM pres- hence of Businessmen to hire' and Phoenix, 30.
Williams faces 26 years in Williams without fee.
were convinced that the three
jail if convicted. The trial date The Joint Defense Committee were innocent as charged, of private industry in providing remedial r e acting, writing, ident Joseph W. Goodloe has
jobs and training for the hard arithmetic and communication stated: "In our day there is a
was announced at a meeting came into existence in connec- David Frost is the president.
core unemployed.
held recently by the Plainfield
skills required for job perfor- growing realization that good
procedures,
Under t h ese
Defense Committee at its headmance. The 3rd phase of the management must concern itfunds will be provided to help
quarters at 218 Watchung ave.,
HOEHN HAS GOT IT!
program is pre-debit training. self with indirect or, what
companies offset the cost of
phase might be called community
of
this
completion
After
educarecruiting, remedial
the state profit along with corporate
It was the shooting of Wil.
tion, c o unseling, on-the-job the candidate takes
hams
a 24-year-old black
training, supportive services insurance examination and is dollar return. Management Is
assignment. simply not doing its job for the
Plainfielder, by Officer GleeThree hundred eighty-f o u rI6:00 p.m, in the W. J. Hale such as minor medical care ready for a debit
Due to the training and em owners of the business with
son that precipitated the fatal prospective candidates have
and
tr
an
sportation
where
when Dr. Granville
beating of the patrolman by filed for degrees to be con- Stadium,
needed; and a production dif- ployment opportunity available single-duty dollar concept. it
•
Sawyer, President of Texas ferential based on what an through this program, the 10 must, at the same time, help
M.
ferred at the Summer Bacca1 a urea t e-Commencement Southern University, and a average untrained disadvanat Tennessee State University graduate of Tennessee State, taged worker produces during
training period.
on Sunday, August 24.
will be speaker. In the event!the
North Carolina Mutual's part
LOOK According to Carl Crutch- of inclement weather, the ex- of this program will be in Chifield, dean of Admissions and
will be held in K e an cago where a total of 40 trainOLDER THAN MU ARE Records, 284 have filed for ercises
Hall (gymnasium).
ees will be hired as insurance
bachelors degrees; and Dr. Huunderwriters at a cost of ;106,Nof
Baccalaureate-Com- 400. The contract will run for
bert B. Crouch, Dean of the T h e
Graduate School, lists 100 who mencement activities include 2 years and the on-the-job
• VALIANT
Got
367 Union
filed for masters degrees. the annual meeting of the training period will consist of
have
•
AT YOUR DRUGGIST
ROAD RUNNER
527-4471
Board of Directors of the W. 52 weeks:
•
The exercises will be held at J. Hale Memorial Scholarship
PLYMOUTH
According to Edward J. Half2969 Summer
• CHRYSLER
Foundation, Inc., in the Blue acre, NCM assistant agency
. 323-5594
• IMPERIAL
1925 UNION. 275-1143
and White Room of the Student director and company coordinUnion, at 11:00 a.m. on Satur- ator for the project, the de- \\...
•idsfiy
'
4
day, August 23; and at 6:00 velopment of the 40 recruits
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY BY APPOINTMENT
p.m. the President's Buffet will consist of three phases. —
P.N. 323•00113 RU. 327-4721 Supper for Graduates, Parents,
and Guests in the University
SPECIALIZING IN
LETT BEAUTY SERVICE
Cafeteria.

Kunstler Will Defend
Youth In Plainsfield

North Carolina Mutual Named
To Hire And Train The Jobless

384 Will Get Degrees
At Summer Exercises

GRAY HAIR

TWO BEST PLACES TO GET
MN CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!

You Don't Pay More.
You JustGet MoreAt

MAKES voU

1001i701/AWER

SLICK BLACK

MIER

817
801%'to

Xeauly Yalan

Haircutting
Hair Coloring
Permanents

H alrsty ling
Manicuring
Facials

HAIRWEAVING
OPERATOR MRS. MAGGIE BYRD
FROM Leis Service Sta.

THAWS
LOAN

Save d

h1111(111!!

Lease trucks from

307 T111ass. Stroot
Across

MOVING?,;

CARL CARSON!

WHY WORRY?
LET US.. •

For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and 4
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
FreeEstimates
E-Z Storage & Van Co.

do your electrital wiring properly . .

Install your air conditioners . .. sell you
• the proper oir conditioner you need —
and Combine Oren onellosy-to-pay
monthly contract.

Whirlpool
AIR CONDITIONER

493 S. Main St.

FICE

BARGAINS III UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SNITS a 0100ATS • SHOT RUNS • MUNI
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

176 01 17$ SEAL STRUT JA 44300

PEST

SALE!

EXTERMINATING CO.
TE MITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Unseal and Beaded
CALL US BEFORE YOW *at
EMARRASSIMO
"WE KILL TO LITI"

CALL

01. EVERS

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

88

special! 9,500 BTU

corevaN1(141

Exclusive Comfort Guard Control
eliminates extreme temperature ups and downs.

tOCATION5

www.e• 00469

VOU

.II ressiereersat
a1111/ItI

101 FREE ESTIMATES

Pushbutton controls. 2 Fan speed.. .. HI COOL
tor worm days, LO COOL for evening and night
ccmfort. You can instoIl it yourself its so compact.
Built-in overload protector on compressor.. Removes 2.4 pints of moisture per hour.

P11. PA 7.4033

1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC

CAR WASH $15
1

Set w Sun SI 2S
Set Oper I A M tr 6 PIA
Son Open 004 re 2 P

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
Friday

SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
3100 Summer at Baltic

$

MECHANICS WANTED
OAS & DIESEL
.
Permanent Position, Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Paid
Vacation. Local truck leasing company has openings for Mechanics who want steady employment in large, roomy shop.
GOod working Conditions. CALL GLENN DewiTT at 942-4687.
CARL CARSON LEASING CORP.
AN IDQUAL OPPOSITUNTIT EMPLOY=

BUY ON ACE'S EASY PAY PLAN

LookgFoods Now Has

(am>
Whirlpool

SPECIAL

16,500 BTU

I

for large scale I
cooling
only!

TOWEL OFFER

Whirlpool

18,000 BTU

FOR EXTRA FAST
COOL DOWN.
ONLY!

279

Big Savings For Yo

ATI..1114

forget! "Dry Steel" conAdjustable thermostat — just
struction only from Whirlpool to prevent rust out. Special silencing chamber absorbs excessive noise. 2-way air direction reflectors to direct air where you wont it.
set and

I

New SUPER COOt control, gets r-ci of flew build-up in a house
Shot's been closed up oll day. Comfort Guard control with adjustable thermostat. Dry Steel construction and 4-way air direction allows you to direct cool air Up, down, to either side
.

MODEL ALT-221-3 AVAILABLE IN 22,000 BTU .
No. 1-3471 Poplar at Highland
No.2: 1471.Florido at Parkway
No.3-4804 Navy Road, Millington
No.4-549 South Parkway East
No.6-661 Chelsea
No.7-452 East Shelby Drive
No.8-4280 Macon Road
No.9-2219 Florida
No.10-1478 National

CO.

No.11-1506 East Broadway-W. Memphis
No.12-3152 Johnson
No.14-4701 Highway 51 So.
No.15-2481 Dwight Road
No.17- 4571 4uince
No.26-5205 Highway 61 So.
No.27-1693 Lauderdale
No.42-Inverness, Miss.
Na.48-2458 Chelsea Avenue

L. I. GATLIN
L. I. GATLIN JR
R 0. KINKLI
CEAPPLIANCE

SERVING THE MID-SOUTH AREA FOR OVER 24 YEARS
All I 1110111115
*PIN
S
'tit IP p.w.
IfYllY MOMTI

•

EAST

WHITEHAYEN

FRATSER

LAMAR

3431 Sesswer

4266 Nay. 11 So.
Pb... 314001tS

10111 Memo Mr/. III MI

2114 Leffler
Phone 743-5370

Pb... 3244404

Pit... 351-45S5

Phone For
Quick

Delivery!

111111•1111111WINW

do MY MN SOUTHLAND
MILLION DOLLAR GREYHOUNDS ARE RACING AT SOUTHLAND GREYHOUND PARK TONIGHT.

POST TIME 8 P.M.
PLENTY OF FREE PAVED PARKING
...
4406006.440

CLOSED ON WEDNESDAY AND SUNDAY NIGHTS
4

•••••
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"CITIZEN OF THE YEAR'' Robert Churchwell, extreme
right, one of the state's and the nation's most outstanding
newspapermen was selected by the Prince Hall Masons of
Tennessee as the "Citizen of the Year" for his 19 years of
first class journalism as a reporter and writer for t h e

Nashville Banner, where he is a long-time staff mem*.
In the picture from left to right, are Worshipful Grapd
Master Rev. C. F. Williams, Dr. T. E. Poag, Mrs. Robert
Churchwell, Judge Odell Horton, and Mr. Churchwell.

Zetas Are Preparing For 50th Anniversary
BEAUTIFUL YEARS — Mrs. Lewis E. Johnson, second
from left, of 972 Ford Place in Memphis, was featured honoree al the P.H.M. State Convention, held Aug. 2.6. She was
praised and awarded a plaque for her activities as a naem
ber and official of the Order of Eastern Star (Masonic
women's auxiliary) since 1910. Announcement of her 59
years of devoted ser%ice evoked repeated applause a •d

a standing ovation from the more than 600 guests at the
banquet. In the picture oa the left is Grand Patron, Jeff
McKinnie of Bolivar, Tennessee; Mrs. Johnson, Mrs. Lula
McCoy of Knoxville, Grand Mother Patron of the Order of
Patrons, and Mrs. Alice Jackson of 1647 South Parkway
(Memphis). Matron of Ada Chapter No. 2 of the OES.
•Pr

OPEN 24
HOURS4DAY
Pineapple Juice
GEISHA

SHOW WIGS DOOR TO DOOR

3 Ilwat

Pineapple

MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES

46oz• 190
3 limit

sliced or crushed
20 oz.

SOUTH- 1232 E SHELBY DRIVE (WHITEHAVLN)
EAST- 5014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL)
MIDTOWN -1620 MADISON

19*

TWIN PET 6 limit

Dog Food

14li oz. 60

PILLSBURY

VEG. OLEO
MISS GEORGIA

15e

HUNGRY JACK

E Z. SERVE 9” 100 cnt.
oz. cons

3 limit (reg.4 2$)

Grape Jelly

17 oz. „,m/49
0
cans di=

Biscuits

PEACHES 30 oz. can 23*
WELCH

5 cnt.

albetra halves
311mit

2°"' 0E00

-250

Mayonaise
FRED MONTESI

590

Paper Plates

HAWAIIAN

KLEENEX

Red Punch

TOWELS

jumbo Roll

290

CHICKEN 0' THE SEA

KRAFT 2Iimit
qt. 490

TUNA

460Z.33
0

U.S.D.A. GRADE "A"

sandwich loaf

High Salary Plus Commission
Free Sample Wigs
Write

Mr. Scott Fashions
P.O. BOX 18841
Philadelphia Pa. 19119

61'2 ox.1 350

LIPTON 100% pure

TEA
30 oz. 950
FRYERS
BREAD
4 legged lb. 39*
OSCAR MAYER
12ox.
lb 360
Cut
Luncheon
Meat
530
qt. 29*
Apple Juice
SALT
FRED MONTESI
12 oz.
KRAFT
Grade A all white in firtle
MEAT
do.. 45e center cut lb. 430 French Dressing 530
EGGS
first cut lb. • 33.0 FRED MONTESI
DELMON T E whole golden kernel
470 Peanut Butter 180, 490
sliced
17 oz.
23*
CORN
24 oz. 1190

GOT
THE PRICE THAT'S RIGHT
THE DEAL THAT'S RIGHT
THE CAR THAT'S RIGHT

Factory AIR CONDITONED '69 DODGE
Coronet 440

s3287
1969 DODGE CORONET 440, 4-DOOR SEDAN OR 2-DOOR HARDTOP EQUIPPED WITH A 318 ENGINE, POWER STEERING, WHEEL
COVERS, WHITEWALL TIRES, FACTORY AIR, TINTED WINDSHIELD, FRONT AND REAR BUMPER GUARDS AND MANY EXTRAS,

AIM

-.6.4.:...:.:......,..g.:-. Fred µon tos 1 0,44
44
.
1d4
.
41.•
"
"6

1

5lb.

SUGAR Bag

GODCHAUX or DOMINO
SUGAR 5 lb bag It

;
1
i

:1

Wt)., coupon and 5.00 oddItIonal purchas• riscluding
ualu• of coupon rnorchendIs•( fresh milk products
and tobacco sloe fisciwitt in compllonc• voltit swot
law). coupon •oplros noon Wodn•sday Aug
ANTI' raise purchas• no Includod In coupta re— .
1:
dimptlen . ONE COUPON PER FAMILY PER WEEK r

2n 1969 t

.•4•4•.

•TIMITIMMItk

•,•%

TOM HUTTON

IF YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING, FOR THE
NEW MODEL CHANGE-OVER TO BUY YOUR
NEW CAR, NOW IS THE RIGHT TIME TO
MAKE YOUR DECISION. THE FACTORIES
ARE CLOSED DOWN FOR RETOOLING. WE
HAVE A FINE SELECTION OF 1969 DOOGES.
MOST MODELS, BODY STYLES, COLORS
AND YOUR PREFERENCE OF EQUIPMENT.
EACH DAY YOU WAIT NARROWS YOUR
CHOICE.

SMOKED LINK

FRED MONTESI Country Style
2 lb. bag

SAUSAGE
Fresh Ground

Gaytons Are Feted
At A Dashiki Party

CHUCK HUTTON'S

up per

GODCHAUX or DOMINO

•

DELMOPITE Early Garden Sweet

FRE& MONTESI
qtrs lb.

The national executive board.dred C. Bradham of Jackson- the executive board increased 100 families within the lateof Zeta Phi Beta Sorority,
Fa., is national grand! scholarship assistance lor mat- gory of the findings for sororiheld its summer session in' basileus (president) of the'riculated college or universityl ty subsistence of varying twee.
coeds:
The local chapters are expectthe o r ganization's national sorority.
headquarters in Washington, Zeta Phi Beta Sorority was Approved the trustees' rec- ed to implement this program,
D. C. Aug. 13, with the post founded at Howard University ommendation for s ummer and where necessary to-- incexecutive board the week of in Washington, D. C., in 1920 seminar retreats for youth elude the chapter's own local
Aug. 4.
and will be celebrating its 50th groups and college and univer- community in the expansfon of
! Miss Ida B. King of Gary, anniversary golden jubilee An sity students to be held at the aid throughout the
Vatted
Sorority Nation?! Shrine, Birch States without respect to trace,
Ind., is national chairman of August 1970 in Washington
creed or national origin.
the executive board. Mrs. Mil. During the recent meeting, Haven, at Idlewild, Mich.
Members of the National
The executive board adopted
for implementation of the Task Task
Force Team
include
Force Team on Poverty The Mrs. Mary B. Hurt, Baltitnore,
team report involved the grass- currently studying in Africa;
roots survey during the month' Miss Eula Aikens, Mississippi
of May In Beauport, S. C. of Valley State College, Itta Batik
the underclass poverty group., Miss.;
Mrs. Arthala 'Lott,
Not only hunger, malnutrition,i Yeadon, Pa.; Mrs. Ola Bin&
unemployment and inadequate Savannah, Ga.; Dr. Mary. Keyhousing exist, but a lack of serling, former director of the
sewerage has brought about Women's Bureau, Department
worm infestation of both chil- of Labor; Mrs. Mildred C.
dren and adults.
Bradham, Jacksonville, Fa.,
The board adopted the Task and Miss Ida B. King, ?ary,
Force Team report to adopt Ind.

WOMAN

closed Swag
STOKLEY HAWAIIAN

930

Special Factory
Bonuses

Sausago
HAM SLICES

HAMBURGER
1594C

CM'IN

Cut for frying

Year End
Discounts

IBS Cars
In Steak

CHUCK HUTTON CO.

•

4 lb. pkg, or more

lb

1.03

1170 UNION -0 r..rs vote a.o.

275-8143

A queen-size Baloon-Dashiki
Party was given Monday, Aug.
4, by the S. W. Robinson's on
S. Montgomery St.. in honor of
Mr. Robinson's uncle and aunt,
Mr and Mrs. James Gaytee d
Chicago, Ill.
Mini-colorful dashikis W• ere
worn by most of the 54 giests
and baloon games were played.
The
well-lighted
backyard
was decorated with 144 balloons and colored lanterns encased in large canes adorned
the mini pool.

Assisting were Erma Franklin, Lillian Anderson, Barbara
Williams, Shirley Nubia and
Raymond McWilliams.
After everyone was served
barbecue and all the trimmings, a group of the younger
set was in the den dancing, the
host and some of the men (except the Rev. Ezekiel Bell)
were in the kitchen doing their
thing, while another group was
making snapshots around the
home made water fall and mini
pool built and constructed by
the hostess.
Those attending were Lozella Marzette and Bill Brown,
Rutha and Bill Jones, Georgia
Harvey, Ethel Watkins, Barbara and Charles Williams,
Erma and Willike Franklin,

Azzie L and James Dillihunt,
Esteen and Noble Nubia, Marie Wooldridge, Dorothy Evans,
Awilda Woods, Minerva Dorris, Corene McWilliams, Ann
and O'Ferrell Nelson, Lillian
Anderson.
Yvonne and Horace Wallace,
Fannie and Charles Woodard,

Frances Meadows Irene snd
James Sanders Sue and P L.
Burford, Fifi and Ezekiel Bell,
Janice and Curtiss Jeans, Ada
Ingram. Nelli• Smith, Deem
Polk, Menlo Mid O. C. Celepbell- Dorothy Um Viridian
Fame. Mil
-aid Ow&
Garrett Loyal ami Gores
Ranks of MINIM Mails, MM.,
and Mary B. Csie Mos
Mass
Mirky 1P466_
Itaredd Me'
011111110.
IMMO. Neat tar. gal
+he 5.-,amtled pee* Me egid
Otrptio of airs...
hi

4

•

I
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Judge Horton Speaks
At OES Communication
the
The Excelsior Grand Chap- 59 years of service in
Eastern
chapter.
ter of the Order, of the
Star held its 87th annual grand
On Tuesday night, the Ways
communication at the Chisca
Means Committee presentand
Plaza Hotel on Aug. 4-6, and
fashion review with many
a
ed
more
session
opening
at the
summer and fall
beautiful
than 400 were present.
from the afProceeds
On Monday night, a well. styles.
children for
to
go
will
fair
with
held
planned banquet was
scholarships.
the Rev. B. L. Hooks serving
as toastmaster and Criminal • ,.,:zastsainenellilltir- "N
Court Judge C. Odell Horton
as the guest speaker.
It was hightlighted by the
presentation of awards. Mrs.
•
Lula Johnson, 94, was presented an award for 50 years of —Have an operation
service in the order, and some

If You

—Bite a dog
—Get married
—Have a baby
—Get divorced
—Find gold
—Get hurt
—Recover from illness
—Inherit a fortune
—Lose your shirt
—Have a party
—Attend a Conventios
—Are in a wreck
—Take a trip
—Are honored
—Or do or know
anything unusual

BILL COSBY
OWNS UM CROW
HOUSES!
A shocking expose of how
Green Power turned Cosby's
Black Power into
Jim Crow Pewee!

In the sane issue:
THE KIND OF MEN
BLACK WOMEN GO FOR
THE FUNNY WORLD
OF STU GILLIAM
"OH HAPPY DAY!"
The Edwin Hawkins Singers,
for better and for worse
BALLOON-DASHIKI PARTY — Guests attending the Balloon-Dashiki Party given by the S. W. Rol:liaisons last week
are shown here in the African garb. Seated on ground.
from left, are Mr. Robinson, Bill Jones, Mrs. Yvonne
Wallace, Mrs. Robinson, Mrs. Sue Burford, Mrs. Minerva
Donis, Mrs. Eitie M. Bell, Mrs. Dorothy Knox, the Res.
Ezekiel Bell, Mrs. Menla Campbell, Curtis Jeans and Ras•
mond McWilliams. On second row, same order, are James
Sanders, Mrs. Erma Franklin, Mrs. Rutha Jaws, Bill

Brown. Mrs. Lozella Marzette, Mrs Irene A. Sanders,
James Dillihunt Mrs. Arlie L. Dillihunt, Mrs. Mars E.
Cole, Mrs. Estene Nubia, Mrs. Corene McWilliams and 0'
Ferrell Nelson. Standing, from left, are George Banks.
Mrs. Luvella Banks. James Gayton, Mrs. Effie Gayton,
Charles Williams, Mrs. Barbara Williams, Mrs. Vernisteen
Simon, Mrs. Lillian Anderson, Mrs. Janice Jeans, Miss
Shirley Nubia. Mrs. Marie Wooldridge, Mrs. Ada Ingram,

Mrs. Donna Polk, Mrs. Nellie Smith, George Garrett, Mrs.
Mildred Garrett, Mrs. Ethel Watkins, Willie Franklin, Mrs.
Mrs. Frances Meadows, Mrs. Georgia Harvey, N o ble
Nubia, Mrs. Ann Nelson, P. L. Burford andHorace Wallace. Arriving later were Oscar Campbell, Jr. Mrs. Fannie Woodard, Charles Woodard, Miss Dorothy Evans. Mrs.
twilda Woods, Miss Catherine Nubia, Mrs. Nobleen Jacobs
and Mrs. Lilly Hill. (McChriston Photo)
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WE WANT IT

now of your newsstand!
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Black Leader In Cleve. Blasts Hoodlum Tactics
CLEVELAND — The phenisenena of a crop of loudmouthed, unscrupulous, brazen
black leaders with past criminal
records. who cannot possibly
be ignored by whites in the
Settle manner that more orthodox, polished traditional black

elder

Grob This Opportunity to

support such "black bullies" Both councilman Jackson and seated around the table.
leaders have been over the period in which top white in deference to a trend of Dr. Clement condemned the
charged: "Young
years, was being heatedly de- leaders readily acceded to many whites in both partiesiCleveland branch of NAACP, Jackson
in the adadults
and
cried by both a prominent na- such violent black leadership becoming dedicated to a return)Urban
adult
Lea g u e, Southern
tional black leader and a local following the Dr. King assas- to nullification of most liberal!Christian Leadership Confer- dress of black nationalists,
black leader in Cleveland last: sination riots. This has been gains made over the years'ence and Council of Churches carrying
nationalists
b 1 ack
The phenomena seems to followed by a period in which toward an equality status for for giving dignity to Hill's aplong
beards,
wearing
Neflags,
polished
traditional
many
growth
added
have gained
proach to complete exclusion
all men.
rings
In their ears and
hair
during the past year after a gro leaders are beginning toi
or
g
visitin
to
even
While the more mild-man- of whites
saying ',;alaam' are terrorizing
nered Dr. Kenneth W Cl- doing any business in black
communities.
the Glenville community."
ment, who is a board member
lof both the national bodies of They contended that such
the Urban League and NAACP, tacit approval of Hill's other
1 2 - o rganizations- tactics in leading his black
castigated
•
artist nationalists in taking over,cobra
ex-confidence
backed
David Hill's tactics in trying were implied to a great ex
to ruthlessly take over Cleve- tent when they insisted that
Land's black ghetto's business negotiations on acquiring the'T
Hamburger
M c Donald
operations solely for blacks as five
veteran chain franchises in Cleveland
extortion,
"blatant
black councilman Leo Jackson ghettos must be channeled
A summer dance will be
was even more volatile in his through Hill.
by the Cobra Social Club
given
Black
Operation
Actually,
public condemnations of Hill's
prescribed that on Saturday. Aug. 23, at the
had
Unity
entire method of operation.
"Cleveland is in the hands, any negotiations must be held L&H Club at 369 Abel st., startof an army of occupation that at a bargaining table with ing at 10 p.m. and lasting until
roams the streets beating peo- 1 Hill as the discussion leader early Sunday morning. Music
pie and robbing business plac-,and a delegate from each of will be played by the club
I es," councilman Jackson said. the 12 component organizations band. The public is invited.

MEMPHIS' SUPER 50111
S'TAT1ON

social Club
Q Sponsor Dance

EARN Your Ow
SPENDING MONEY

EART4 $1

to

$5

every week
in spare time
and Win free Prizes-Vahmilebvesiintu
esperkese gained will
lsabli.l..1..et.
If Tor Anislay nee CHOP MO Mit Coupon Now
Print NOMp and AJdren Below

T,;-Stato Defender
124 East Calhoun. Memphis, Tenn.

S

Smo1 a,v first Mode el pipes;

Clip Out This
Coupon Dur-

Nang
Are 'fay a Boy'

Age

.Tar

Dire loin

in Care of

and

Mail Today

Stab*

Post Otrice

In an Envelope

bp code Pk

1 1

-"en..
,
Last W.
Pia•mic ttt

I.

1340
WILDCHILD

NIGHT and DAY

z

WHIZ
KID

BOSS "UGLY" BOB

Pre-School Specials
New 1‘9 Ambassador
(The Luxury Car)

Hear More Super Soul Music

EASY
CREDIT
TERMS

WITH MEMPHIS'

SUPER SOUL "DJ's"

New '69 Rambler
(The Economy Car)

is uc"a
290 V-8 engine,
4 door sedan,
power steering, whitewalls, big
automatic rtansmission, radio,
wheel rims, wheel discs, tinted
windshields, 2 tone paint s3249

128 HP std. trans., 6-past., 2-door
sedan, heater, seat belts, up to

(55c hiss than a now

A.C. WILLIAMS
A rien-Teaan vrtre
Ii., equally well

6:30 - 9:00 A.M.

gab

lebei RA, white with Witt
YU vinyl top. 2-door hardtop.
4 engine, automatic treason'sslim. radio, power broke", whitens'''.
wheel dims
SST Javelin, red,
-11 es satoinstie tranvinisVW elm.
•ins, radii", factory
air power Mooring
konshier 444 station erseoe.
Vilr beige. 6 cylinder engine.
radio,
n t iind•rd
whitewall",
SAW Ione,

.
ie
lea

$2495

$2495

$2195

ROBERT "HONEY SOY" THOMAS
TIA's Resident Soul Dr.
"Powers an" 9:00.12 noon

PLUS
THUNDER BOLT NEWS
AND

Amlairosilor Dpi. 2-dr. lardWM ton. 343 •ogiar, red, natiomatte trou•ssio•imi, Victory sir,
etritiso emmeasod mistral; whitewalls, Individual
;Penning sects ... • • ••$3195
LEE ARMSTRONG
M•rnniiis' top rated. The
"Mighty Hawk" radiate.
7:F.111. -

$995

$1095

8795

895

;1895
1895
.

1995
.

$1415

•

AMERICAN
MOTORS

SUMMER SUITS
AS LOW AS

$2110

SUMMER SPORT COATS

$25

REDUCED AS LOW AS

SHORT SLEEVE
SHIRTS
SPORT
REDUCED AS LOW AS

F" *5

YEAR ROUND - PERMANENT PRESS

BACK-TO-SCHOOL

SLACKS

$e
OTHER 8-10,

REDUCED TO 6.

Jim Norden,

RAMBLER SALES, INC.
3279 Hwy 51 So.

THURS.-FRI.-SAT.
CLEARANCE

REDUCED TO

gel Flreblrd--nutematle, pewee
u / steering. whitewall tires. real., sod heeler. Solid
red with white interior. VII
0E25
NIA olliswagen 113
WO ',edam, red. radio
\ ellovircrem Squarehaek. rsligili1 die. 13.0114/ lacteal miles, radial
loother interior
ea. Jav slim 6-eylinder vagina,
VII standard traimnilmalon, rsdie, whitewalls, ewe+.
lest Imek•te•sehool ear IP g
9E2 Javelin. yellow with Meek
211J vinyl tap, In
HP. 4-in•floor, radl• —ill 1
Ong inniek Sieetrs 225 4-1oor
VIA hardtop, excellent enanfitiont,
radio, tall pewee
sad Mr

Inlow Wilsom

datis

SALE

AMBASSADOR
RUFUS THOMAS
** The Dee barks for the
lore

.1‘.11C-TAVE. OFP

$1795

Rudy Palmer • Lis Weed • Jim Tuck •

INFORMATIVE NEWS SPECIALS
NIGNTLYWITH

Prnr I 9ii
Dinnt leis Wee smirch
dor Wee 'fa

Icy Rebel station wages, blue.
✓ I V-5 engi•e. low gollesge.
fittomallo transmission, r a I i 6,
hel•ry• air. power
IM
•feerIng. whites
Ford Pleksp, Tam
we excellent
(sedition
ea.! Itainblee 2-door sedan, ,lU I cylinder 04100e, •tosilord
traosmi..lam,
radii". whitewalls
pima Chisels station was... six'
UV cylinder engine, standard
troo•milloisia. radio. tarter" sir.
whitevans.
egg llarnbler 2-door 'edam, MxNW cylinder Patine, standard
,
traeriniesloa. radio,
whitewalls

100'2 16th Street West Memphis, Ark
Pine Oil, Soaps of all Kinds-House Deodorants
.ond_ Bleaches
Mechanic Soap-Body Deodorants-Roach Spray
Re 5-7669 - Ira 3. Logan, Proprietor

Vellareese)

Don't Miss These Great Used Car Buys
12-Month Warranty
CHRIS TURNER
Th• "Lovitinan burns with
Ebony Soul

1 year to 90 Cash Insurance
Mrs. Malissio rZainey, Secy Ira S. Logan Owner
Re 5-7669 100 So. 16th St. We Memphis, Ark

S1898

20 MPG

LEASE A NEW AMBASSADOR, RAMBLER,
REBEL, JAVELIN or AMX.

Station
of The Year
•

NATIONAL FOUNDATION LIFE INSURANCE

SUN SET PRODUCTS

with
BANK
FINANCING

3131115111ADOR 4 DOOR 1114-A

SUN SET ENTERPRISES
SUN SET MORTUARY
CRITTENDEN BURIAL ASSOCIATION BURIAL

332.7610

RAXTER
ALJ.CLOTHES

12-I
Cleveland
At Odatillan
Team
Opda Mom.

2272

Lamar
terwrer.Ahareirr
Provost. Censer
Op.. Thera. 'rise..

1911
S. Third
Soreregete eheeerieg
Ceerre
Orroo Then_ Fib,
Gael set 11111P
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DEFENDER

Ga. School Suit
To

THIS WEEK'S

iNorth Adds Aid To The
Southern Election Fund

Dr. John Cashin, a Fund
and Chairman of the
Trustee
Rejpr
1
tauce
Democratic Party of
National
of Southern political leaders
announced the formation of Alabama said, "We elected,
Southern
WASHINGTON — "It ain't preme Court in its famous the Southern Elections Fund at with the help of the
Elections Fund, 17 Black ofhere.
meeting
dinner
recent
a
exactly treacle, though it tric- 1954 Schools Decision.
Fund fice holders throughout the
kles powerfully slow at most The demand by the federal' Based in the North, this
Is channeling money and tech- state this past election; 13
times, it appears. It ain't mo- courts that Alabama'. State nical assistance to Black CAW were Justices of the Peace,
lasses neither but most Ala- Board of Education, as well didates throughout the South were Constables and 1 indivibama and Georgia schools as the officials of every local to give equal representation dual to a Board of Education.
•and other white public officials school board in that entire to Black citizens.
By the election of local governreckon it's
mightly
nigh state be held personally responmental officials such as: Jussweeter'n Uncle Sam's pre- sible for desegregating its Bond said: "The importance tices of the peace, probate
Fund
l
Elections
Southern
vious s c hools-opening fare. schools came in 1968 after the of the
County Court Clerks,
needed Judges,
Y'all can bet though that once state of Alabama sued the fed- is that it will put vitally
Surrogates and Sheriffs, who
a body gets stuck with it, eral government for cutting funds and expertise into South- are in touch with the public,
there's going to take a lot of off federal aid to education ern Black political campaigns the Southern Elections Fund
doing 'for real this time' to funds to many school districts and will help complete the hopes to build the Black elecshake this off."
and numerous civil rights Second Reconstruction of the torate's confidence in t h e
South."
and
process
governmental
That was the consensus opin- groups were also suing in
ion of at least more than one Federal Court to force indivi- Another Trustee of the Fund, secure for that group its fair
Conyers share of representation."
John
Southerner here this week as dual school districts to deseg- Congressman
(D-Michigan) said: "Unless Jack Chatfield Field Direc
the U. S. Justice Dept., filed regate.
we make inroads in the "Cotton
its fire formal suit to require Such action, in Alabama,
tor for Southern Elections Fund
an entire state — Georgia — it is also expected to do in the political curtain" in the South (who was Field Secretary for
change
able
to
not
be
we
will
to abide by a court-ordered suit filed by the Justice Dept.,
the Student Non-Violent Coordesegregation plan in the against the state of Georgia the face of our Nation and dinating Committee in 1962)
same manner which the Fed- last week, will immediately give equal representation to said, "The political problem in
eral Court in 1968 demanded start federal school funds re- all of our Southern citizens. the South must be solved on
the entire state of Alabama turning to all school districts Registration is not enough. vot, the local level. The big races
to desegregate all of its school which had been previously cut- ing is not enough and running against Southern Congressmen
districts in the "slow-but-delib- off for refusal to comply with for office is not enough, it is and Senators cannot be won
erate" m a n ner prescribed U. S. Dept., of Health, Edu- election to office that makes until a solid political base is
unanimously by the U. S. Su- cation and Welfare guidelines. the difference."
laid county by county. If the
South is to be "freed" political.
ly it will have to be re-made
from the aldermanic board on
up."
Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm (D.-New York) a Trustee
of the Southern Elections Fund
stated, "In order for the Black
citizens of the South to have
leadership responsive to their
aspirations, they must become
involved in local politics and
with the help of the Southern
ilackioare,
Elections Fund they will receive their proper representation."
The 17 local candidates elected throughout Alabama credit
the Southern Elections Fund's
$2,500 grant as the key factor
in their election. This grant
made possible the printing of
sample ballots to help voters
exercise their franchise properly.
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TOP VALUE
STAMPS

HACKIE'S
BODY SHOP, INC.

Fender Body Work

You Can't Do Netter
Anywhere Else I

Painting

24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE

148 S. SECOND ST.
RES. PHONE 357 - 3134
PHONE 5 6- 7154

S CHC.. E fENE.r

GOLCEN RIPE

U.S.D.A.GRADE A

BOSTON ROLL LARGE EGGS

BANANAS

3

Boneless
t
Roast

SOUTBLAND MALL
vem

A

TO HELP YOU GET BETTER FOOD
FOR LESS MONEY
sougaimia%4410,
AND STILL GET

dozen

with our coupon offer
"COITS" JUMBO

13.1N4UET MEAT

FRESH, LEAH

PORK CHOPS

DINNERS

CANTALOUPES

3

first

for

cut
11 all voi.cties except Ham
MEL-D-SOFT

CUT -UP FRYING

CHICKEN

MISSISSIPPI - CROON

BREAD

FRESH OKRA

.1—lb.

Bucket
of

9

4oz.

loaves
lb.

DRY SALT

lb 250
Fat Back
490
Pyrex Bleach
Corn 10 690
"SPECIAL LABEL"

Gallon

TENDER
Yellow
REl oVi
f

ears

The newest, grooviest clothes for kindergartners, elementary schoolers
high school crowd, collegians—all are at Southland Mall—the newest,
grooviest shopping center in the Mid-South! Cool, too—always 72 degrees cool! You'll find the more than

50

stores and shops at Southland

Mall crammed with everything from wardrobes to school supplies! It's
truly your one-stop back-to-school shopping center!

10

.
1
.
48
owe
ow.

ZXTRA Top
Value Stamps

ors
with this coupon and $5.00
eME.
tobacco
and
fresh
or
Purchase excluding
zen'inilk products, and in siddition to
any other. purchase requirements
;Good thru Tues Aug. 19th limit One:

N
‘
,

OPEN
EVENINGS

U. S. HIGHWAY 51, SOUTH,
AT SHELBY DRIVE

FREE
PARKING
4,000 CARS

20 WINNERS WEEKLY
Customers and their churches ore winning
prizes of cash and stomps every week at

SOUTHGATE KROGER
$250.01 CASH plus150 000 Top Value Stamps

3

FOR EXTRA TOP VALUE STAMPS
7/8
with one 20-Oz. jar
Kroger Ice Cream Topping
SO
with one 7-oz. jar
Coldcrest Marshmallow Creme.
with two pkgs.
Kroger pkgd. Nuts

50
50
50
50
100
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
.25
25
25
25
5

0

with six pkgs. Zany Zoo
with two pkgs. OF. Hoop or
Mild Daisy Cheese
with four Westinghouse
Light Bulbs
with two Royal Viking
Danish Pastries
with two pkgs.
Fryer Breast. Legs, or Thighs
with 3-lbs. or more
Ground Chuck
with 3-lbs. or larger
Boneless Tenderay Roast
with two pkgs. Breakfast or
Center Cut Pork Chops
with three pkgs.
Center Slices Ham
with $2.00 or more
Seafood purchases
with two pkgs.
BBQ Spiced Meats
with one doz. ;mons

1:3

CI
0

5:1

El
g

with two heads lettuce
with 39c or more Bananas
with 5-Ihrs. potatoes

(2

[fit

with 3-lbs. onions

titiTiTaYsTs NMI illsa
:Jo

U.S,D.A, GRADE A 3
00
LARGE EGGS
doz. 11
syirn this coupon and $3 00 additional purchase, excluding taierco.
Good thrt. Tues.. Aug.1 9th Limit
Ill
One
.1
vrrtql

• 41
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WHAT IS TO HAPPEN TO
BLACK BUSINESS IN THE 70'S
NATIONAL BUSINESS LEAGUE

MEMPHIS CHAPTER HOSTS THE 69th ANNUAL CONVENTION
AUGUST 20 - 23, 1969
HOLIDAY !IMHOF INN - MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
THEME: "BLACK BUSINESS IN THE 10's - TOMORROW IS NOW"
FEATURES:
WELCOME LUNCHEON - MEMPHIS CHAPTER
WOMEN IN BUSINESS:

CARMEN MURPHY, President of Carmen Cosmetics in Detroit
GLORIA E. A. TOOTE,Esq., PRESIDENT of Town Sounds Recording Company in New York City
PRESIDENTIAL LUNCHEON: Berkeley G. Burrell,Presidentof National Business League
AWARDS BANQUET: Daniel Parker, Chairman of the Board of Parker Pen Company James Brown,
James Brown Enterprises to be honored for contribution to black business
GENERAL PROGRAM

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 20th

THURSDAY, AUGUST 21st

9:00 a.m.
4:00 p.m. Registration
7:00 p.m. Joint Task Force on the Cause of
Black People in Business
Entertainmen
8:30 p.m. Hospitality &

9:00 a.m.
4:00 p.m. Registration
12:30 p.m. Welcome Luncheon
Speaker: Mr. Lewis McKee
Chairman of Board, Memphis
Chamber of Commerce: Chairman
of Board National Bank of
Commerce

FRIDAY, AUGUST 22nd

2:15 p.m.
2:15 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
6:30 p.m.

9:15 a.m. Workshops
12'30 p.m. Presidential Luncheon
G. Burrell
Speaker: Mr. _ _
President of National Business League
6 30 p.m General Session
Speaker: Mr. Danicl Parker, Chairman
of Board of Parker Pen Compart

Business & Government
Women in Business
General Session
National Dinner
Speaker: Mr. Thomas Roeser
Office of Minority Business
Enterprise.

FOLLOWING DEDICATION OF
TOASTMASTER FOR AWARDS BANQUET
THE FREEDOM CENTER AT 5:30 P.M., AUGUST 22nd, 1969) MR. ROBERT BROWN,
ASSISTANT TO PRESIDENT RICHARD M.NIXON
TOPICS OF WORKSHOPS
Government Programs and Business
How to Acquire Capital for Black Business
New Directions In Black Economics
Moving Up with Black Contractors
New Business Ventures

Women In Business
Black Business and the Billion Dollar Housing Market.
The Cooperative in the Black Community
Management and Technical Assistance

REGISTRATION
The Registration fee for this Convention would normally be $42.50, but the Special Price to our local participants will 1)031.00 which includes:
Registration, Hospitalit
& All Workshop
Welcome Luncheon
Presidential Luncheon
National Dinner
Banquet

TOTAL

$25.00
6.50
6.50
7.50
10.00
$56.00

The above $56.00 registration value can be yours for a Special Price of $31.00

PLEASE CALL.. 525-8203

Today for your reservation. Deadline August 16th

Make all checks or money orders payable to

Memphis Chapter National Business League Convention
588 Vance Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee

